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CHAPTER 1
1

Introduction
Introduction

Social impairment and restricted and repetitive behaviors are the defining characteristics
of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD; American Psychiatric Association, 2013); however,
language deficits are also common in this population (Magiati, Tay, & Howlin, 2014) and are
likely related to the core features of the disorder. Pragmatic language, defined as the social use of
language, stands at the intersection of the social and language domains and could provide
important insights into both social and language deficits in ASD (Prutting, 1982; Tager-Flusberg,
1999). In particular, prosody, one crucial aspect of pragmatic skills, is essential to social
participation and interaction and, accordingly, is a reasonable candidate for mechanistic studies
designed to advance current understanding of social and language impairments in ASD. Though
structural language skills vary in this population, individuals with ASD demonstrate significant
difficulties with at least one aspect of prosody (McCann & Peppé, 2003; McCann et al., 2007).
Furthermore, prosodic deficits observed in this population tend to persist and affect long-term
social and communicative competence even when other aspects of language improve (Paul,
Shriberg, et al., 2005). These findings suggest that accurate identification and effective
interventions that target prosodic deficits are necessary to improve long-term social and
communication outcomes for individuals with ASD.
To date, the vast majority of existing research on prosody has primarily focused on
expressive abilities (Peppé & McCann, 2003). Receptive prosody remains poorly understood and
no objective measure is currently available to assess receptive prosody in this population. This
knowledge gap has hindered practitioners from identifying specific receptive prosodic deficits,
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leaving them untreated. Untreated deficits in receptive prosody can have a direct functional impact
in everyday life. To illustrate, the functional importance of receptive prosody can be evident when
an individual with ASD misses a job opportunity because he or she misinterpreted a question with
raising intonation as a statement and did not answer, or when a child with ASD fails to make
friends at school because he or she constantly misunderstands other children’s meaning due to
difficulties differentiating sarcastic tones from genuine tones.
In this introduction, section 1.1 provides an overview of prosody by establishing its
definition, components, acoustic correlates, and functions. Section 1.2 discusses the significant
role of prosody, specifically receptive prosody, for language learners and language users. Section
1.3 concludes by introducing the aims of the present work and providing an overview of the rest
of the chapters in this dissertation.

1.1

Prosody: Definition, Components, Acoustic Correlates, and Functions
In their summary of the research literature on prosody, Cutler, Dahan, & van Donselaar

(1997) noted the extent to which definitions of prosody have varied across studies. In some
works, an abstract and theoretical definition of prosody is used that does not emphasize the
realization or production of prosody (e.g. “the organizational structure of speech”; Beckman,
1996). In other studies prosody is defined as the acoustic properties of an utterance (“pitch,
tempo, loudness, pause”). In this work, I adopt Cutler et al.’s definition which falls between
these two extremes and defines prosody as “the linguistic structure which determines the
suprasegmental properties of utterances” (Cutler et al., 1997). Such a definition considers both
the abstract linguistic structure and the acoustic realization of prosody in spoken communication.
Prosodic components include emphasis (also termed contrastive pitch accent or word
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prominence), lexical stress, intonation, intonational breaks (also termed boundary, boundary
tones, or pause), and rhythm (or more generally, timing)(Wagner & Watson, 2010). Acoustically,
these components are conveyed by variations in fundamental frequency (F0), intensity, and
duration (Lehiste, 1970). Their respective perceptual correlates are pitch, loudness, and length. It
is important to note that there is no one-to-one correspondence between prosodic phenomena
(i.e. intonation, stress, rhythm) and acoustic parameters (i.e. F0, intensity, duration). Each
prosodic phenomenon is comprised of multiple acoustic correlates. For instance, contrastive
pitch accent is acoustically associated with longer duration, increased intensity, and greater F0
movement on the stressed segment (Watson, 2010). A boundary tone that marks the end of a
linguistic unit is comprised of longer duration of the final syllable, the presence and length of
pauses, and F0 excursions at prosodic boundaries (Wagner & Watson, 2010).
Regarding linguistic functions, prosody serves grammatical, semantic, and pragmatic
functions (Crystal, 1986; Kehoe, 2013). Grammatical prosody refers to the use of prosody to
signal syntactical information within linguistic units (Fry, 1955; Selkirk, 1995). For example,
intonation at the end of an utterance indicates whether an utterance is a statement (falling pitch)
or a question (rising pitch). Lexical stress within a word signals whether a lexicon is used as a
noun (e.g. REcord) or a verb (e.g. reCORD). Placement of pauses can disambiguate phrases such
“cinnamon buns and chocolate” to refer to two items (i.e. “cinnamon buns / and chocolate”) or
three items (i.e. “cinnamon / buns / and chocolate”). Semantic prosody enhances or modulates
information beyond the literal meaning of an utterance (Bolinger, 1961; Watson, 2010). For
example, contrastive pitch accent is often used to direct listener’s attention to a piece of salient
information in a discourse context or to contrast a piece of information with possible alternatives
(Bolinger, 1961, 1972; Pierrehumbert, 1980). The interpretation of the same sentence, “Sophie
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has four hedgehogs”, changes as the speaker varies the location of the contrastive pitch accent.
One would say, “Sophie has four HEDGEHOGS,” to emphasize the type of pets Sophie owns, or
“Sophie has FOUR hedgehogs,” to emphasize the quantity. Lastly, pragmatic functions of
prosody convey a speaker’s intentions or emotional states (Bolinger, 1989) and help listeners
interpret the message in a discourse context (Cutler et al., 1997). For example, the following
utterance, “I am having so much fun,” could be interpreted either as genuine or sarcastic
depending on the prosodic characteristics of the utterance and the context of the discourse.
Given that prosody can be conceptualized having both form (auditory-perceptual
features) and function (linguistic functions that prosody serves), throughout this work, regarding
receptive prosody I use perceive/perception or discriminate/discrimination to refer to an
individual’s ability to process prosody on the form level and understand/comprehend to refer to
the ability to process prosody on a higher cognitive-linguistic level.

1.2

The Role of Prosody for Language Learners and Users
The ability to perceive and comprehend prosody contributes significantly to early

language acquisition for infants and children as language learners and successful communication
for adults as language users (Cutler & Swinney, 1987; Frazier, Carlson, & Clifton, 2006; Mehler
et al., 1988; Paul et al., 2005). Research in this area has focused on the language learner’s
sensitivity and preference to certain prosodic cues and their use of prosody to learn other aspects
of language (i.e. word learning, syntax parsing, and phonological awareness and emergent
literacy), and on the language user’s use of prosody to allow more organized and efficient
processing of linguistic information.
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1.2.1

Prosody contributes to language learning
A large body of infant speech perception research has suggested that infants are sensitive

to prosodic patterns from very early on in life (See Gervain, 2018 for a review). Many studies
have used the high-amplitude sucking paradigm and the head-turn preference procedure and have
found that infants within 6 months are capable of discriminating varying pitch and rhythm
patterns in synthetic and natural speech (Karzon & Nicholas, 1989; Morse, 1972), at both word
(Nazzi, Floccia, & Bertoncini, 1998) and sentence levels (Jusczyk et al., 1992), in their native
language and across unfamiliar languages with different rhythmic classes (Nazzi, Bertoncini, &
Mehler, 1998; Nazzi, Floccia, et al., 1998; Nazzi, Jusczyk, & Johnson, 2000). Studies that used
low-pass filtered speech stimuli or stimuli produced by different speakers have further confirmed
that infants are discriminating patterns based on prosodic features instead of phonetic- or
speaker-related acoustic information (Jusczyk et al., 1992; Mehler et al., 1988; Nazzi, Bertoncini,
et al., 1998). Regarding prosodic elements, infants discriminate words with final vowels differing
in F0, amplitude, and duration (Bull, Eilers, & Oller, 1984, 1985; Eilers, Bull, Kimbrough, &
Lewis, 1984). Not only are infants sensitive to prosodic cues, but they also exploit prosodic
information to learn language. The facilitative role of prosody in language acquisition has been
investigated in three areas of research: prosodic features in child-directed speech (CDS), early
word segmentation and word acquisition, and prosodic bootstrapping.

1.2.1.1 Functional significance of prosodic features in CDS
Child-directed speech is a distinctive type of speech that caregivers use when interacting
with young children and displays unique syntactic, lexical, and prosodic characteristics, such as
shorter utterance, simpler vocabulary, larger vowel space, exaggerated pitch contour, and slower
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rate compared to adult-directed speech (Cristia, 2013; Ferguson, 1964; Fernald & Simon, 1984;
Soderstrom, 2007). Typically developing (TD) children show a strong preference for CDS over
ADS from the very beginning of life (Cooper, Abraham, Berman, & Staska, 1997; Cooper &
Aslin, 1990). A recent meta-analysis analyzed findings from 34 studies and reported that infants’
preference for CDS had an average effect size of Cohen’s d of .72 (Dunst, Gorman, Hamby, &
Hamby, 2012). Additionally, abundant literature has provided convergent evidence for the
beneficial role that CDS plays in early childhood development (Begelsonm et al., 2017).
Important functions of CSD identified include attracting, engaging, and maintaining infant’s
attention (Butler, O’Sullivan, Shah, & Berthier, 2014; Cohen et al., 2013; R. P. Cooper & Aslin,
1990), facilitating early language learning (Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran, 2005), and boosting social
recognition (Schachner & Hannon, 2011).
Though infant’s preference for CDS and the positive impact of CDS on language
development have been replicated using various stimuli and paradigms in the past two decades in
typically developing population, most studies focused on global properties of CDS and until
recently it remained unclear the extent to which prosodic aspects of CDS contribute to language
learning. A recently published meta-analysis reviewed 15 studies that tested relations between
prosodic features of CDS and infant outcomes and reported an overall significant positive
relation between prosodic features typical of CDS and a variety of infant outcomes, including
attentional, pre-linguistic, and linguistic outcomes (Spinelli, Fasolo, & Mesman, 2017). In
particular, the association has been shown to be stronger for infants younger than 9 months
compared to older infants and for prelinguistic (e.g. vocal responses and imitations) outcomes
compared to linguistic outcomes (e.g. vocabulary comprehension and production). Findings from
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this meta-analysis confirm early theories by Fernald that prosodic forms of CDS have attentional
and affective functions for young children (Fernald, 1989, 1992).

1.2.1.2 Prosody and early word segmentation and acquisition
A second line of research that supports the facilitative role that prosody serves in
language development has involved work on word segmentation and acquisition. Many theories
have been put forth to explain how infants segment the continuous speech stream into words, one
of which proposes that infants rely on prosodic cues in their native language to detect word
boundaries (Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome, 1999). For example, in English, the predominant
stress pattern of words is trochaic (i.e. a strong syllable followed by a weak syllable; Cutler &
Carter, 1987). Accordingly, Cutler and colleagues hypothesized that that English-speaking
infants apply a Metrical Segmentation Strategy and use stressed syllables as indicators of word
onsets in the speech stream (Cutler, 1990).
Support for this hypothesis was reported in a study by Jusczyk and Thompson (1978) that
used the high-amplitude sucking paradigm and found that 2-month-old English-speaking infants
could detect stress pattern changes in speech stimuli (e.g. DAga vs. daGA). In addition, a series
of head-turn preference experiments by Jusczyk, Aslin, Houston, & Newsome further showed
that 7.5-month-old English-speaking infants were also highly biased to interpret stressed
syllables as word onsets (Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Jusczyk et al., 1999). In particular, in their
1999 study, 7.5-month-olds succeeded at segmenting bisyllabic words with strong-weak stress
patterns (e.g. doctor, kingdom) from sentences but failed to detect bisyllabic words with weakstrong patterns (e.g. guitar, device) in sentences. A follow-up experiment also showed that 7.5
month old infants mis-segmented weak-strong words followed by the same monosyllabic words
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(e.g. “guitar is”) as if they detected words with a strong-weak pattern (e.g. “taris”), which further
lends support for the Metrical Segmentation Strategy Hypothesis. These findings collectively
suggest that prosody serves as a powerful yet not completely error-free cue for word
segmentation for young infants. In contrast, ten-month-olds were successful at segmenting weakstrong words and did not display the same biased tendency to interpret stressed syllables as word
onsets in weak-strong words, which suggests that by that age, infants has learned to use other
information such as syllable distributional or coarticulation cues in addition to prosodic cues to
segment words. Interestingly, two studies (Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Johnson & Seidl, 2009)
subsequently tested the extent to which infants weigh prosodic information when integrating
multiple cues during word segmentation. Both studies found that 8-month-olds and 11-montholds rely more heavily on stress pattern cues when they conflict with statistical distributional
cues. These findings suggest that prosodic cues remain highly salient for infants at 11 months
and that the 10-month-olds in Jusczyk et al. (1999)’s study likely exploited cues other than
distributional cues1 to segment weak-strong words.
In addition to parsing the speech stream into words, young children also take advantage
of prosodic cues to learn word-object pairings. Curtin (2009) used an adapted switch design and
tested whether 12-month-old infants could learn two novel word-object pairings that differ only
in stress patterns. In this design, infants were habituated to two novel objects, each paired with a
novel word (in this study, the two novel words were “BEdoka” and “beDOka”). Once habituated,
they were exposed to two types of test trials. In the control trial, a familiar pairing was presented.
In the test trial, the pairing was switched to create a new word-object combination. Results
showed that infants looked significantly longer to the switched pairing compared to the same

The authors suggested that infants in Jusczyk et al (1999) likely used allophonic or coarticulation cues instead of
distributional cues to learn weak-strong stress patterned words.
1
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familiarized pairing. Using the same design, Curtin (2010) replicated this finding in 14-montholds and extended prior work by showing that infants encode both the stressed syllable (e.g. BE
vs Do in the example of “BEdoka” vs. “beDOka”) and the position of the stressed syllable (e.g.
“BEdoka” vs. “doBEka”) in their lexical representations of newly learned words.
Two theoretical frameworks have emerged from the early word learning research that
have included a focus on prosody: PRIMIR (Processing Rich Information from
Multidimensional Interactive Representations; Werker & Curtin, 2005), and WRAPSA (Word
Recognition and Phonetic Structure Acquisition; Jusczyk, 1992, 1997). Both models maintain
that infants have access to a wide variety of rich information when processing lexicons,
including prosodic information. These two models differ in the extent to which each model
places emphases on prosody. WRAPSA assumes that infants access prosodic information first
and then syllabic and phonetic cues across developmental levels, whereas PRIMIR proposes that
infants have access to all information (i.e. prosodic, syllabic, phonetic, indexical characteristics)
simultaneously and that priority was given to a specific information based on both a child’s
developmental level and task demands. Despite their different assumptions, both acknowledge
that infants access prosodic information as a strategy to learn words.
The studies reviewed above collectively highlight the importance of prosody in
communicating information about word boundaries and word structures to beginner language
learners. Two recent studies have shifted attention to the extent to which prosody signals the
semantic meanings of words. To study whether prosodic elements communicate about the
content of spoken language, Nygaard, Herold, & Namy (2009) asked adult speakers to produce
novel words (e.g. blicket, seebow) in sentences where the novel words were used to convey one
of two meanings from pairs of dimensional adjectives (e.g. happy/sad, big/small, yummy/yucky).
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They found that prosodic elements associated with particular semantic meanings. For instance,
higher F0 and greater F0 variation were associated with positive valence (e.g. happy, yummy).
Greater amplitude and longer duration were associated with words that indicate big size (e.g. tall,
big). Additionally, they found that both adult listeners and 5-year-olds were significantly more
accurate at inferring word meanings when the word has matched prosody than mismatched
prosody (Herold, Nygaard, Chicos, & Namy, 2011; Nygaard et al., 2009). These two findings
extend the current understanding of the ways prosody facilitates word learning.

1.2.1.3 Prosody and syntax
A widely discussed hypothesis is termed prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis, which
proposes that children use prosodic information to segment sentences into linguistic units such as
phrases or clauses (Gleitman & Wanner, 1982; Jusczyk et al., 1992; Morgan, 1986; Morgan &
Demuth, 1996). This hypothesis has been supported by two types of evidence. The first involves
descriptive studies that found that certain prosodic cues and their underlying acoustic
characteristics are associated with syntactic boundaries. In particular, pauses are more likely to
be present or be longer at syntactic boundaries than within phrases (Goldman-Eisler, 1972;
Morgan, 1986; Scott, 1982). Syllables at the end of linguistic units appear to be lengthened
compared to syllables in other positions (Crystal & House, 1988; Klatt, 1975; Lehiste, 1973). F0
declines at the end of linguistic units and rises at the beginning of the following unit (Cooper &
Sorensen, 1977; Pierrehumbert, 1980).
The second type of evidence has suggested that infants are sensitive to prosody-syntax
associations and use them to segment the speech stream into phrases. Early work has used the
pause insertion preferential listening paradigm to test infants’ perception of prosody-syntax
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associations. In this paradigm, infants were exposed to sentences with pauses inserted either at
syntactic boundaries or non-boundary positions and infants’ listening time was analyzed. The
first study that adopted this paradigm found that 7 to 10 months old infants listened longer to
speech samples with pauses inserted at clause boundaries compared to samples with withinclause pauses (Hirsh-Pasek et al., 1987). Two subsequent studies (Gerken, Jusczyk, & Mandel,
1994; Jusczyk et al., 1992) compared pauses inserted at phrase boundaries versus within-phrase
positions and found that 9 months old English-speaking infants listened significantly longer to
sentences where pauses were inserted at phrase boundaries (i.e. between noun phrase and verb
phrase; e.g. “That / looks great”, “Would it help if I / move the chair?”) compared to sentences
with pauses inserted at within-phrase positions (i.e. after verb; e.g. “That looks / great”, “Would
it help if I move / the chair?”). Though these early studies have been widely cited and interpreted
as evidence that supports the prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis, it is important to point out that
these findings mostly suggest that infants are sensitive to prosodic cues that associate with
syntactic boundaries but did not provide direct evidence that infants use these cues to segment
speech stream (Jusczyk et al., 1992).
The prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis has recently been revisited by Hawthorne and
colleagues (Hawthorne & Gerken, 2014; Hawthorne, Rudat, & Gerken, 2016). As an attempt to
provide evidence that infants can use prosody-syntax associations to segment the speech stream
into constituent-like units, Hawthorne and Gerken familiarized 19-month-olds with sentences
either with 1 clause (ABCDEF, where each letter represents a nonsense word, such as /bʌp/,
/dɪv/) or 2 clauses (ABC, DEF). Infants were then tested on sentences that either represent a
grammatical “movement” of the 2 clauses (i.e. DEF, ABC) or an ungrammatical one (i.e. EFA,
BCD). A significant interaction between group and test condition was detected: the effect of
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condition was significant for the 2-clause group but not for the 1-clause group, which suggests
that infants familiarized with the 2-clause sentences treated prosodically-grouped phrases as
cohesive linguistic units that can be reordered. Hawthorne and colleagues (2016) provided
further evidence that 20-months-olds used the prosodic hierarchy to learn syntactic constituents
at multiple levels. After being familiarized to nonsense sentences with adverbial modifier +
clause prosody (i.e. A, BCDE, such as “Thankfully, the girl likes cheese”), 20-month-olds
succeeded at discriminating between constituents and non-constituents at both the phonological
phrase level (BC is a constituent vs CD is not) and intonational phrase level (BCDE is a
constituent vs. ABCD is not). Findings from these two studies extend prior work on the prosodic
bootstrapping hypothesis and indicate that 19- and 20-month-olds use prosody to extract phrases
and treat them as cohesive linguistic units that can be reordered. Even though one could argue
that infants at this age do not yet have the concept of syntactic constituents, infants’ ability to
extract smaller linguistic units from larger sentences using prosody allows them to “divide and
conquer” and suggests that prosodic cues are helpful for syntax learning.
Despite the popularity of this hypothesis and the supportive evidence discussed above,
other researchers have pointed out that this hypothesis may have been over-stated and overinterpreted in the literature. Morgan & Demuth (1996) argued that the “prosodic” part of the
prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis is “confining” and “misleading” (p.2) because prosody is not
unique in contributing relevant information for syntax acquisition. The authors suggested that it
would be more accurate to term this hypothesis “phonological bootstrapping” instead to reflect
the idea that children use a wide variety of information in spoken language input to learn syntax
such as phonetic, phonotactic, distributional information. Another criticism is that the association
between prosody and syntax may not be reliable or robust enough to support direct access to
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syntactical structures (Fernald & McRoberts, 1986; Seidl, 2007). For instance, prosodic
boundaries and syntactic structures can diverge such that pauses might be present at a relatively
minor syntactic boundary over a major boundary. Fisher & Tokura (1996) showed that prosodic
cues would incorrectly cue the syntactic boundary in sentences with unstressed pronoun subjects
(e.g. “You like the doggy”) because the pause would naturally fall between the verb and the
article (i.e. “You like / the doggy”) and would not correspond to its major syntactic boundary
(i.e. NP / VP). Watson & Gibson (2004) also introduced the notion that the presence and the
duration of prosodic boundaries are also impacted by prosodic and phonological constraints for
the speaker. In particular, a prosodic boundary is more likely to occur before and after a long
syntactic constituent to allow the speaker to plan, process, and recover (Wagner & Watson,
2010; Watson & Gibson, 2004). Because of the divergence between prosody and syntax, Fernald
and McRoberts (1996) argued that though previous studies that showed that prosodic boundaries
tend to occur at syntactic boundaries (i.e. p(prosodic cue | syntactic structure)), the opposite (i.e.
p(syntactic structure | prosodic cue)) does not hold true. These critiques do not undermine the
proposed importance of prosody in language development but rather suggest that prosody on its
own may not be a reliable or sufficient cue for syntax acquisition and that the prosodic
bootstrapping hypothesis may have over-simplified the role of prosody in syntax acquisition. In
line with this point, Fernald & McRoberts suggested that prosody may help infants discover
distributional regularities in the spoken language input and prosody in combination with other
types of cues facilitates syntax acquisition.

1.2.1.4 Summary
The results of multiple research studies provide support for the theory that infants are
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sensitive to various prosodic elements from very early on in life and use them to learn other
aspects of language, such as semantics and syntax. It is important to stress that though this
review supports the argument that children use prosodic signals to learn language, it does not
suggest that prosody is unique in providing supportive cues for early language development
(Morgan & Demuth, 1996). Additionally, a common pitfall for studies on the usefulness of
prosody is that most theories appear to have taken for granted infant’s ability to learn prosody in
the first place. For instance, many theorists (Gleitman & Wanner, 1982; Pinker, 1984) have
assumed that infants were born with perceptual filters and have argued that infants are innately
biased to attend to prosodic cues. Others have carefully pointed out that such a position may not
represent the role of prosody in early language acquisition and does not further our
understanding of the specific means infants employ to acquire prosody and take advantage of
prosody to serve language development (Fernald & McRoberts, 1986; Fisher & Tokura, 1996).

1.2.2

Prosody contributes to spoken language comprehension
In additional to facilitating language learning in young children, receptive prosody is also

integral to successful spoken language comprehension and social communication (Watson,
2010). Research on the role of prosody in spoken language comprehension for adults who are
proficient language users has focused on three main areas: the use of prosody in resolving
syntactic ambiguities, the role of prosody in conveying and modulating semantic interpretations,
and the pragmatic effect of prosody in reference resolution and conveying meanings in discourse
context. Due to the scope of this chapter, I have limited this review to two prosodic elements,
prosodic boundary and pitch accent, and will discuss how these two cues aid listeners’
processing of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information.
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1.2.2.1 Resolving syntactic ambiguities
Prosodic boundaries. Results from multiple studies on prosodic boundaries have
established that listeners take advantage of prosodic boundaries and groupings to resolve both
local and global syntactic ambiguities (Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999; Lehiste, 1973; Price, Ostendorf,
Shattuck‐Hufnagel, & Fong, 1991; Schafer, 1997; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003; see Cutler et al.,
1997 and Wagner & Watson, 2010 for two reviews). These studies have collectively shown that
listeners use prosodic boundaries to disambiguate the scope of modifiers, the distance of the
prepositional or adverbial phrase attachment, and the location of attachment for a phrase in the
middle of a sentence (Lehiste, 1973; Price et al., 1991). Prosodic boundary can also be used to
differentiate between parentheticals vs. subordinate clauses, appositions vs. attached noun phrase
or prepositional phrase, and early vs. late closure in sentences with local ambiguities (Clifton,
Carlson, & Frazier, 2002; Hirschberg, 2017; Schafer, 1997; Speer, Kjelgaard, & Dobroth, 1996;
Wagner & Watson, 2010). To illustrate, Table 1 summarizes the types of global and local
syntactic ambiguities that can be resolved by prosodic boundary cues and provides examples for
each type.
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Table 1. Summary of the types of syntactic ambiguities that can be resolved by prosodic boundary cues
Type
Near vs. far attachment
of final phrase

Example
The hostess greeted / the girl with a smile. (PP as an attachment to the
near NP “the girl”)
The hostess greeted the girl / with a smile. (PP as an attachment to the
far NP “the hostess”)

Reference
Lehiste, 1971

I’ve read a review of nasality / in German. (near attachment)
I’ve read / a review of nasality in German. (far attachment)

Price et al., 1991

Mary maintained / that the CEO lied when the investigation started.
Mary maintained that the CEO lied / when the investigation started.

Carlson, Clifton, Charles, &
Frazier, 2001

Ambiguous scope of
modifier

The old men / and women stayed home.
The old men and women / stayed home.

Lehiste, 1973

Ambiguous conjunctions

Steve / or Sam and Bob
Steve or Sam / and Bob

Lehiste, 1973

Fruit / salad / and milk (3 items)
Fruit salad / and milk (2 items)

Peppé & McCann, 2003

Parenthetical clause vs.
non-parenthetical
subordinate clauses

Mary knows many languages / you know (parentheticals)
Mary knows many languages you know (“you know” as a subordinate
clause)

Price et al., 1991
Schafer, 1997

Appositions vs. attached
NP or PP

The neighbors who usually read, the Daleys, were amused.
(appositions)
The neighbors who usually read the Dailies were amused. (attached
NP)

Price et al., 1991;

The animal that usually fights, the lion, is missing. (Apposition)
The animal that usually fights the lion is missing. (attached NP)

Hirschberg, 2017
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Preposition vs. particle

John laughed / at the party. (preposition)
John laughed at / the party. (particle)

Price et al., 1991;
Hirschberg, 2017

Left vs right attachment
of middle phrase

They left early / in May. (left attachment)
They left / early in May. (right attachment)

Price et al., 1991;
Schafer, 1997

When you learn gradually / you worry more. (left)
When you learn / gradually you worry more. (right)

Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk,
1996

Object NP + vocatives
vs. complex NP

I will take the eggs, Benedict. (object NP + vocatives)
I will take the Eggs Benedict. (complex NP)

Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk,
1996

Ambiguous PP
attachment: VP vs. NP
attachment

Tap the frog / with the flower (VP attachment)
Tap / the frog with the flower (NP attachment)

Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003

Restrictive vs nonrestrictive relative clause

My brother who is a writer / needs a new job. (restrictive relative: I
have multiple brothers and the one who is a writer needs a new job)
My brother / who is a writer / needs a new job. (unrestrictive relative: I
may or may not have other brothers)

Hirschberg, 2017

Whenever the guard checks the door / it’s locked. (late closure)
Whenever the guard checks / the door is locked. (early closure)
Note: NP: noun phrase; VP : verb phrase ; PP : prepositional phrase.
Early vs late closure
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Speer, Kjelgaard, & Dobroth,
1996

The effect of prosodic boundaries on listener’s processing is most convincingly shown in
Speer et al. (1996). While early studies mainly presented listeners with syntactically ambiguous
sentences with or without informative prosodic boundary cues and asked listeners to judge in a
forced-choice task, Speer and colleagues presented listeners with sentences with local
ambiguities (early closure vs. late closure) in three conditions: felicitous prosody (i.e.
informative prosodic boundary cues), conflicting prosody (i.e. misleading prosodic boundary
cues), and ambiguous prosody (i.e. control condition). Some examples of sentences in these three
conditions are provided below:
Felicitous prosody:
(1a) Whenever the guard checks the door / it’s locked. (late closure with late boundary)
(1b) Whenever the guard checks / the door is locked. (early closure with early boundary)
Conflicting prosody:
(2a) Whenever the guard checks / the door it’s locked. (early closure with late boundary)
(2b) Whenever the guard checks the door / is locked. (late closure with early boundary)
Baseline condition with neutralized prosody boundary cues:
(3a) Whenever the guard checks the door is locked.
Listeners were instructed to press a lever as soon as each sentence ends. Participants’ reaction
time data revealed that both early and late closure sentences with felicitous prosody showed a
significant processing advantage compared to baseline sentences. In contrast, participants
processed both types of sentences with conflicting prosody significantly slower than baseline
sentences. Another finding from this study is that an interaction was detected between the type of
sentence (early closure vs. late closure) and condition: participants’ processing of early closure
sentence was significantly slower than late closure sentence in both the baseline and the
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conflicting prosody condition but was comparable in the felicitous prosody condition. These
findings suggest that participants are biased to interpret the noun as a direct object in the verb
phrase instead of as the subject of the main clause. The finding that this bias was reduced in the
felicitous prosody condition for early closure sentences again shows that informative prosodic
cues can help with challenging syntactic processing.
Though the studies reviewed above have shown that prosodic boundaries can inform and
facilitate the syntactic parsing process, the findings of other studies have also identified some
limitations to this model. One limitation is that prosodic boundaries can only resolve ambiguities
when surface syntactic structure differs across interpretations (Lehiste, 1973; Lieberman, 1967;
Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996; Wagner & Watson, 2010). Wagner and Watson (2010)
provided an example from Liberman (1967): the sentence “flying airplanes can be dangerous” is
globally ambiguous because “flying” can either be interpreted as a gerund or an adjective
modifier. Given that both interpretations share the same syntactic configuration and that the
major syntactic breaks are at the same position, prosodic boundaries can’t provide additional
information to disambiguate the sentence.
Another limitation is that studies on prosodic boundary and syntactic disambiguation
have mainly examined the extent to which listeners use prosodic cues without discussing
whether speakers typically provide these cues in natural conversations (Allbritton, McKoon, &
Ratcliff, 1996; Cutler et al., 1997). Snedeker and Trueswell (2003) used a referential
communication task to study if speakers consistently produce informative prosodic boundary
cues to disambiguate meanings of ambiguous sentences. Participants were randomly assigned a
speaker or a listener role. The speaker was instructed to communicate some commands that the
listener will complete (e.g. “Tap the frog with the water”). Results show that the availability of
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such cues depends on the speaker’s knowledge of the context. Speakers only reliably produced
prosodic boundary cues when they were aware of alternative interpretations and deemed that
prosodic cues were necessary for clear communication. Listeners, on the other hand, were able to
rapidly integrate prosodic cues in their processing when these cues were present. These findings
suggest that even though prosodic boundary cues depend on speakers’ knowledge of the
referential context and may not be frequently used, they do guide listeners’ syntactic parsing
when they are available.
Pitch Accent. Though the majority of research on prosody and syntax in adult language
processing has focused on prosodic boundaries and their underlying prosodic elements (i.e.
pause, boundary tone, pre-boundary syllable lengthening), several studies have identified that
pitch accents can also impact syntactic parsing (Carlson & Tyler, 2018; Grosz & Hirschberg,
1992; Kutik, Cooper, & Boyce, 1983). Specifically, Carlson and Tyler presented participants
with sentences with ambiguous attachments with manipulated pitch accents (see below for two
examples):
Ambiguous final adverbial phrase attachment:
(4a) Sally DISCOVERED that Pam had returned on Sunday.
(4b) Sally discovered that Pam had RETURNED on Sunday.
Ambiguous final prepositional phrase attachment:
(5a) Alison ENTERTAINED a toddler with many toys.
(5b) Alison entertained a TODDLER with many toys.
Results show that in sentences with ambiguous final adverbial phrases, pitch accents
increased the attachment of the adverbial phrase as a modifier of the accented verb in listeners’
interpretations. Likewise, for sentences with ambiguous final prepositional phrases, pitch accents
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on verbs or object nouns increased the attachment of the prepositional phrase to the accented
head. In one experiment (Experiment 3) in this study, the authors also presented pitch accents
without prosodic boundaries and found that the same effect, suggesting that the effect of pitch
accents does not depend on prosodic boundaries. Other studies have found that the use of pitch
accents can distinguish parenthetical phrases from subordinate clauses in sentences such as “WE
only SUSPECTED THEY all KNEW that a burglary had been committed”(Hirschberg, 2017;
Marcus & Hindle, 1990). Additionally, Liberman and Sproat (1992) suggested that pitch accents
are useful for disambiguating phrases when the surface syntactic structure does not differ across
interpretations. For example, the phrase “German teachers” can be interpreted as teachers of
German language when a pitch accent is placed on “German” or as teachers who are German
when a pitch accent is placed on “teachers.” These observations will need to be empirically
tested to confirm that listeners are sensitive to such use of pitch accent in disambiguating
complex noun phrases.

1.2.2.2 Conveying semantic and pragmatic meaning in discourse contexts
Though prosodic boundary or pitch accent can modulate or change the semantic or
pragmatic interpretations of individual sentences, the role of prosody in signaling information of
utterances is much more evident in the broad context of discourse. Findings from previous
studies have indicated that prosodic cues can signal discourse structure (Grosz & Hirschberg,
1992; Herman, 2000; Yule, 1980), convey or modulate discourse meaning (Arnold, 2008;
Bolinger, 1972; Dahan, Tanenhaus, & Chambersc, 2002; Ito & Speer, 2008; Terken &
Nooteboom, 1987; Watson, Arnold, & Tanenhaus, 2008), and enhance listeners’ memory by
strengthening representations of referenced items (Fraundorf, Watson, & Benjamin, 2010a).
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Previous studies have shown that prosody encodes discourse structure in conversational
interactions or monologues using corpus-based methods (Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992; Herman,
2000; Hirschberg & Nakatani, 1996; Nakatani, Hirschberg, & Grosz, 1995). Hirschberg and
Nakatani (1996) analyzed acoustic and prosodic features of a corpus of elicited monologues
produced by four untrained speakers who were instructed to give directions (Boston Directions
Corpus; Nakatani, Hirschberg, & Grosz, 1995) and found that for both reading and
conversational speech, sentences at various positions of a discourse context (initial, medial, and
final) have distinctive prosodic patterns. Discourse-initial sentences differ from discourse-medial
or discourse-final sentences in both pitch accent and rhythm, whereas discourse-medial
utterances differ from discourse-final utterances in rhythm. Though this specific study did not
test whether listeners were able to use such prosodic cues exclusively to understand or predict
discourse structure, other studies have shown that listeners were able to use prosodic cues
(prosodic boundary and pitch accent) to reliably and accurately identify the discourse position of
isolated utterances when these cues are available (Herman, 2000).
Further evidence that supports the semantic and pragmatic role of prosody in spoken
language comprehension comes from a large body of literature that examines contrastive pitch
accent and the type of information that it signals to listeners. Previous studies have proposed that
speakers use various pitch accents to signal information that is new, unpredictable, or less
accessible in the discourse context (Arnold, 2008; Aylett & Turk, 2004; Birch & Clifton, 1995;
Bolinger, 1972; Selkirk, 1995; Watson, Arnold, & Tanenhaus, 2006; Watson et al., 2008; see
Wagner & Watson, 2010 for an excellent review on this topic). Recent advances in technology
have also allowed researchers to examine the effect of contrastive pitch accent on listeners’
language processing using eye-tracking methods. One widely-used paradigm is called the visual-
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world paradigm (VWP;Tanenhaus, Spivey, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). In this paradigm,
participants sit in front of a monitor or a display and are instructed to look at visual scenes and
listen to sentences while their eye movements are recorded. Research designs using this approach
have typically manipulated the linguistic stimuli and examined how the experimental
manipulation affects participants’ eye movements. The underlying rationale of this paradigm is
that listeners make saccadic eye movements to target items as they hear relevant words in the
linguistic stimuli and thus analyzing their eye movements could provide insights into their
spoken language comprehension process (Tanenhaus et al., 1995).
A series of studies have used the VWP to understand whether listeners process pitch
accent in real-time language processing. Dahan et al. (2002) is the first VWP study that provided
evidence that listeners can rapidly use pitch accent information during reference resolution. In
this study, participants were instructed to move objects to different locations on a computer and
listened to sentences such as “Put the candle/candy below the triangle. Now put the
CANDLE/candle above the square”. Results of this study indicated that participants were biased
to look at the new referent when the accent was present in the second sentence and look at the
previously mentioned referent when the accent was absent. Additionally, participant’s eye
movement patterns between conditions began to differ around 300 ms after the onset of the
second sentence, which suggests that participants were able to rapidly integrate pitch accent cues
to guide their processing. Using the same experimental design as Dahan et al. (2012), Arnold
(2008) replicated and extended Dahan et al.’s finding and found that adults and 4- to 5-year-olds
were biased toward the previously-mentioned referent when hearing an unaccent noun. Ito and
Speer (2008) tested a specific type of pitch accent (L+H*) and found that listeners were able to
use L+H* contrastive pitch accent to anticipate an incoming referent. Listeners were found to
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fixate on a potential contrastive object faster when they heard a context-appropriate contrastive
pitch accent on a prenominal adjective and slower when they heard a context-inappropriate
accent. A follow-up study by the same group (Ito, Bibyk, Wagner, & Speer, 2014) found the
same effect of L+H* contrastive pitch accent in children as young as 6-year-olds. These findings
collectively show that listeners are sensitive to pitch accent cues in discourse contexts and use
them to efficiently process spoken language.
Finally, several studies have suggested that prosodic cues in communication also have
mnemonic benefits (Fraundorf et al., 2010a; Shintel, Anderson, & Fenn, 2014). Fraundorf and
colleagues tested how two types of pitch accents (non-contrastive H* vs. contrastive L+H*)
affected listeners’ recognition memory. Participants listened to short discourses, each of which
began with a short context passage that establishes two contrastive sets followed by a
continuation passage that mentions one word from each contrast set. An example is provided
below in (6a) and 6(b)
(6a) Context passage: Both the British and the French biologists had been searching
Malaysia and Indonesia for the endangered monkeys.
(6b) Continuation passage: Finally, the British/French spotted one of the monkeys in
Malaysia/Indonesia and planted a radio tag on it.
Pitch accents of the italic target words were manipulated so that either the first target word was
assigned an L+H* and the second word was assigned a H* or vice versa. After listening to 48
discourses, participants completed a recognition memory test. Results show that words presented
with an L+H* accent were more accurately retrieved and these benefits persisted as long as a
day. Shintel et al. (2014) reported similar findings that prosodic cues enhanced participants’
memory in a word learning task. These findings suggest that prosodic cues not only facilitate the
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initial processing of a specific referent in a discourse context but also enhance memory by
strengthening the representation of the referent and improving the encoding of relevant
information.

1.2.2

Section summary
A review of current literature suggests that prosody facilitates young children’s language

development by attracting their attention to linguistic input in the environment, providing
informative cues for word and phrase segmentation, and supporting the learning of syntactic
structures. For proficient language users, previous studies have identified its facilitative role in
the syntactic parsing process, referent resolution in discourse contexts, and even recognition
memory.

1.3

The Present Work
The results of existing research on the relationship of prosody to language learning and

language use summarized above can be used to guide the development of studies to examine the
nature of prosody deficits in the context of clinical conditions associated with atypical language
acquisition and use. Among the variety of conditions associated with language deficits, Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has been reported to be associated with a high prevalence of a variety
of prosodic deficits (Fusaroli, Lambrechts, Bang, Bowler, & Gaigg, 2017). Atypical prosody was
among one of the original features that Leo Kanner included in his seminal paper (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013; Kanner, 1943; McCann & Peppé, 2003) on autism. Clinical
descriptions of prosodic deficits in ASD include flat, exaggerated, or “sing-song” intonation, and
wide variation in intensity (Peppé, McCann, Gibbon, O’Hare, & Rutherford, 2007). These
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prosodic deficits may pose tremendous barriers to language learning and everyday social
participation for children with ASD. Deficits in expressive or receptive prosody can lead to
communication breakdowns, negatively impact one’s social competence, and are considered as
one of the most significant challenges to social participation and integration (McCann, Peppé,
Gibbon, O’Hare, & Rutherford, 2007; Paul et al., 2005). Despite the apparent significance of
prosody in the context of autism, this has been a markedly under-studied aspect of the condition.
The goal of this dissertation was to use the established findings on prosody in the context
of typical language development to design a novel line of research on prosody in children with
ASD to help fill the gaps in the small literature of prosody in ASD. In the next chapter, I will
review the existing research literature on prosody in ASD and identify specific gap areas in the
literature. Chapter 3 presents the development and application of a visual-world eye-tracking
task to test comprehension of specific prosodic cues in TD children and children with ASD.
Finally, Chapter 4 concludes by summarizing findings from preceding chapters and discussing
future directions and clinical implications inspired by this work.
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2

CHAPTER 2
A Systematic Review of Receptive Prosody in Individuals with ASD
A Systematic Review of Receptive Prosody in Individuals with ASD

2.1

Introduction
Atypical prosody has been frequently identified in children and adults with Autism

Spectrum Disorder (ASD; American Psychiatric Association, 2013; McCann & Peppé, 2003).
Though receptive prosody deficits have also been reported in previous studies (Paul, Augustyn,
Klin, & Volkmar, 2005; Wang, Dapretto, Hariri, Sigman, & Bookheimer, 2001), the majority of
existing research on prosodic deficits in the ASD population have focused on expressive prosody
(McCann & Peppé, 2003), leaving receptive prosody in ASD poorly understood. McCann and
Peppé published a narrative review summarizing the current evidence base for prosodic deficits
in ASD (McCann & Peppé, 2003), yet only three studies among 16 included studies examined
receptive prosody.
Given that prosody generally does not have orthographic representation other than
punctuations, the terminology of prosody and the scope of the topic tend to vary across studies
(Peppé, 2009; Xu, 2015). One frequently used theoretical framework conceptualizes prosody as
having both prosodic forms and communicative functions (Wagner & Watson, 2010; Xu, 2015).
Early references to the form vs. function framework can be dated back to Pierrehumbert’s 1980
thesis where she described the distinction between the formal and the functional approach of
analyzing prosody. Specifically, the formal approach attempts to define components of prosody
based on observed prosodic patterns, such as F0 contours, whereas the functional approach
focuses on identifying prosodic patterns that convey similar or different meanings.
More recent studies have adopted the form vs. function theoretical framework to
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investigate prosodic deficits in ASD (Järvinen-Pasley, Peppé, King-Smith, & Heaton, 2008;
Peppé et al., 2007). Peppé and colleagues developed a semi-standardized prosody assessment
procedure, the Profiling Elements of Prosodic Systems in Children (PEPS-C; Peppé & McCann,
2003), to assess prosodic deficits at both form and function levels. Based on their definitions, the
form level involves the ability to perceive and produce prosodic forms (i.e. auditory
discrimination and vocal imitation). The function level requires the ability to cognitively and
linguistically process communicative functions that prosody serves in spoken communication,
including grammatical, semantic/pragmatic, and affective/emotional functions (Crystal, 1986;
McCann & Peppé, 2003; Paul et al., 2005). Specifically, grammatical prosody refers to the use of
prosody to signal syntactical information within linguistic units (Fry, 1955; Selkirk, 1995). For
example, intonation at the end of an utterance indicates whether an utterance is a statement
(falling pitch) or a question (rising pitch). Lexical stress within a word signals whether a lexicon
is used as a noun (e.g. REcord) or a verb (e.g. reCORD). Semantic or pragmatic prosody can be
used to enhance or modulate information beyond the literal meaning of an utterance (Bolinger,
1961; D. G. Watson, 2010). For example, contrastive pitch accent is often used to direct
listener’s attention to a salient information in a discourse context or to contrast a piece of
information with possible alternatives (Bolinger, 1961, 1972; Pierrehumbert, 1980). The
interpretation of the same sentence, “Sophie has four hedgehogs”, changes as the speaker varies
the location of the contrastive pitch accent. One would say, “Sophie has four HEDGEHOGS”, to
emphasize the type of pets Sophie owns, or “Sophie has FOUR hedgehogs”, to emphasize the
quantity. Lastly, affective/emotional prosody conveys a speaker’s intentions or emotional states
(Bolinger, 1989). For example, the utterance, “I am having so much fun”, could be interpreted
either as genuine or sarcastic depending on the prosodic characteristics of the utterance.
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Previous studies have considered the ability to perceive prosody acoustically at the form
level as a prerequisite of the ability to process prosody cognitively and linguistically at the
function level (Diehl & Paul, 2012; McCann & Peppé, 2003; Peppé et al., 2007). Children with
ASD have been found to demonstrate prosodic deficits at both form and function levels
(Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008; Peppé et al., 2007). Children with ASD were significantly worse at
discriminating prosodic patterns in both words and utterances (Peppé et al., 2007),
detectingspeakers’ emotions (Peppé et al., 2007), and identifying syntactic boundary (JärvinenPasley et al., 2008). Intriguingly, these findings, particularly reported form-level deficits, seem to
be inconsistent with other findings that reported intact performance on function-level tasks in
children with ASD (Grossman et al., 2010; Paul, Augustyn, et al., 2005). These findings suggest
a potential dissociation between form-level and function-level ability to process prosody in
children with ASD and warrants further investigations into patterns of prosodic deficits in this
population (Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008).

2.1.1

Existing reviews of prosodic deficits in ASD
There are currently two published reviews on prosodic deficits in individuals with ASD

(Fusaroli et al., 2017; McCann & Peppé, 2003). McCann and Peppé published a narrative review
and summarized prosodic deficits in individuals with ASD (McCann & Peppé, 2003). The
authors identified 16 studies between 1980 and 2002 and summarized the findings using a
functional approach (i.e. whether participants with ASD demonstrated the ability to use certain
functions of prosody effectively). It was concluded that findings were inconsistent in all areas of
prosodic functions identified in the review. Additionally, it is difficult to draw conclusions on the
receptive prosody in this population because only 3 out of 16 studies examined receptive
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prosodic abilities with each article focusing on different functions of prosody (Frankel et al.,
1987; Paul, Augustyn, Volkmar, & Cohen, 2000; Rutherford, Baron-Cohen, & Wheelwright,
2002).
In addition, a recently published article reported a systematic review and meta-analysis
on expressive prosody in individuals with ASD (Fusaroli et al., 2017). The authors concluded
significant differences in mean pitch and pitch range between individuals with ASD and
typically developing individuals. However, the scope of this review was limited to the
production of prosody.

2.1.2

This current systematic review
In the past two decades, there have been more attempts to investigate receptive prosody

in individuals with ASD. Given the current gap in scientific knowledge in receptive prosodic
abilities in ASD, this systematic review aims to evaluate the current evidence base on prosodic
deficits in individuals with ASD on both form and function levels. Specifically, this systematic
review was guided by three primary research questions:
1. Do individuals with ASD demonstrate prosodic deficits on the form level (i.e.
discriminate prosodic forms acoustically)?
2. Do individuals with ASD demonstrate prosodic deficits on the function level (i.e.
cognitively and linguistically process communicative functions that prosody serves,
including grammatical, semantic/pragmatic, and affective/emotional)?
3. On an exploratory note, is the ability to process prosody on the form- or function-level
associated with broader linguistic or social functioning in individuals with ASD?
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2.2

Methods
Inclusion criteria were developed a priori based on participant characteristics, comparison

group, study design, outcome measure, and language of the article (see Table 2). Considering the
paucity of research on receptive prosody in children with ASD, studies that examined children or
adults with ASD or Asperger Syndrome (AS) were included to ensure sufficient articles. To be
included, a study must have a typically developing comparison group, include at least one
behavioral measure of receptive prosody, and be published after 1980. Case studies or singlecase designs were excluded. Studies that were not written in English or assessed non-Englishspeaking population were excluded given that prosodic structures and patterns have been found
to vary across languages (M. Beckman, 1992).

Table 2. Eligibility criteria and search terms
Aspect
Population
Comparison Group
Outcomes
Study Design
Others

Criteria
Children or adults diagnosed with ASD or Asperger Syndrome
Typically developing children or adults
At least one behavioral receptive prosody measure
Group design
Published journal articles or dissertations
Published after 1980
Written in English and targeting English-speaking populations

Using these criteria, a literature search were conducted using 78 databases within
ProQuest using the following syntax: ab(prosody or prosodic or intonation or suprasegmental or
"pitch accent") AND ab(Autism or ASD or Autistic or Asperger). This search yielded 623
records. After duplicates were removed, 288 records remained. Next, an initial title and abstract
screening reduced the number of records to 86. Then, full text study reports were retrieved for all
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86 studies that passed the initial screening and were reviewed to determine eligibility. Thirtyfour records passed the full-text review. Additionally, the reference lists of a previous review
(McCann & Peppé, 2003) and all included studies were examined and yielded 3 additional
records not identified from the database search. The final sample includes 32 unique studies
(from 37 records), including 25 published journal articles and 7 dissertations and theses (Figure
1). Only published journal articles were coded and reviewed in this paper. The final sample of
articles were reviewed and the following information were extracted: sample size, age, language
level, cognitive level, task or paradigm used to assess receptive prosody, level of prosody
assessed (form vs. function), aspect of prosody assessed (grammatical, pragmatic, or
affective/emotional), and summary of findings.
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Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram for studies included in the systematic review
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2.3

2.3.1

Results

Study characteristics
Table 3 provides characteristics and summarized findings of the included 25 studies. The

sample size ranges from 18 to 103. Participants’ mean age ranges from 5 to 36. Nineteen studies
included children and six studies focused on adults. Twelve studies reported participants’
language level. Eight of the twelve studies included verbal children with ASD. Four studies
described their participants as having varying levels of language skills and including nonverbal
children with ASD without reporting language measures. Sixteen studies reported participants’
cognitive ability. Fifteen studies recruited children with ASD with cognitive functioning within
the normal range and one study (Ploog, Banerjee, & Brooks, 2009) included participants with
impaired cognitive functioning (i.e. an average full-scale IQ of 50 on the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale). Regarding the level of prosody examined, five studies focused on the formlevel of prosodic processing ability, eighteen studies examined the function-level of prosody, and
two studies assessed prosody at both levels.
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Table 3. Summary of included studies on receptive prosody in individuals with ASD
References

Brennand,
Schepman,
& Rodway,
2011

Brooks,
Gaggi, &
Ploog,
2018

N
(ASD;
ctrl)
15;15

Age
(ASD;
ctrl)
14.5
(10.5 19.3);
13.3 (1116.7)

Language
(ASD; ctrl)

IQ (ASD;
ctrl)

Task

Form vs
Function

Aspect
of Prosody

Findings

NA

NA

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants listened to nonsense
(German) sentences and were
asked to identify the emotions
(anger, fear, happiness, sadness)

Function

Affective/
Emotional

13;13

13.4
(7.121.3);
13.8
(7.521.2)

Various
levels of
language
skills,
including
nonverbal
children
(N =7)

NA

Adapted video game paradigm:
(Ploog et al., 2009): participants
listened to pairs of sentences with
varying contents (two different
sentences) and prosody
(enthusiastic vs. grouchy) in a
video game paradigm and were
reinforced to select one of the two
in the training. Participants were
then tested on stimuli with
recombinations of the contents and
prosodic features of training
stimuli to assess participants'
sensitivity to prosody and semantic
contents. Participants' ability to
generalize were tested using
stimuli spoken by both male and
female speakers.

Form

Affective/
Emotional

The ASD and TD group
showed statistically
similar levels of
performance identifying
emotions from nonsense
sentences.
Performance on prosody
trials was sig. lower in the
ASD group than the TD
group for both
discrimination trials and
generalization trials.
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2
3

Brooks &
Ploog
(2013)

13;13

9 (517.5);
9(5.3-16)

Various
levels of
language
skills,
including
nonverbal
children

NA

Adapted video game paradigm
(Ploog et al., 2009): Participants
listened to a pair of sentences with
varying content (two different
sentences) and prosody
(enthusiastic vs. grouchy) in a
video game paradigm and were
reinforced to select one of the two
in the training. Participants were
then tested on stimuli with
recombinations of the contents and
prosodic features of training
stimuli to assess participants'
sensitivity to prosody and semantic
contents. Different from Ploog et
al. (2009) which tested
participant's ability to discriminate
grammatical intonations, the
authors tested affective prosody in
this study.

Form

Affective/
Emotional

Both groups were able to
discriminate between
pairs of stimuli based on
affective prosody. But TD
children demonstrated a
preference for enthusiastic
stimuli over grouchy
stimuli, whereas children
with ASD did not
demonstrate such
preference.

Chevallier,
Noveck,
Happé, &
Wilson,
2011

17;17

13.7
(11.1 17.8) ;
14.2
(11.6 16.8)

BPVS2:
106 (78145); 100
(83-128)

NA

Forced-choice paradigm:
Experiment 1: participants were
first matched on their abilities to
discriminate pitch, duration, and
intensity using the Dinos task and
then asked to identify speaker's
manners of speech, physical states,
basic emotion, social emotion, and
2nd order ToM3 emotion in forced
choices of two.

Function

Affective/E
motional

The ASD and TD group
showed similar levels of
performance in both
accuracy and reaction
time identifying all
prosodic cues.

BPVS = British Picture Vocabulary Scale (Dunn, Dunn, Whetton, Burley, 1997)
ToM = Theory of Mind
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Chevallier,
Noveck,
Happé, &
Wilson,
2009

17;17

13.7
(11.1 17.8) ;
14.2
(11.6 16.8)

BPVS: 106
(78-145);
99 (76-128)

NA

Forced-choice paradigm:
Participants were matched on their
perceptual ability to discriminate
pitch, duration, and intensity using
the Dinos tasks and then asked to
identify correct lexical stress
patterns in Experiment 1, identify
correct pause patterns in
Experiment 2, and decide whether
the speaker is sure or unsure after
listening to a question or a
statement in Experiment 3.

Function

Grammatical

Adolescents with AS are
able to decide on the
appropriate lexical stress
patterns, correctly chunk
compounds on the basis
of rhythmic and pause
cues, and differentiate
questions from statements
based on intonation
contours with comparable
accuracy and reaction
time as the control group.

Diehl,
Bennetto,
Watson,
Gunlogson,
&
McDonoug
h, 2008

21;22

15.3 (1119);
15.3(1119)

CELF44
Receptive
Index: 106
(86 - 128);
105 (86119)

Measured
by WISCIV5 or
WAIS-III6:
112 (88 131); 111
(94-124)

Syntactic ambiguity paradigm:
participants were instructed to
complete syntactically ambiguous
demands that can be disambiguated
by prosody, syntax, or prosody and
syntax.

Function

Grammatical

Participants with ASD
were significantly worse
than controls at using
prosody alone to
disambiguate sentence
meanings but performed
similarly to controls when
judging meaning based on
syntax only or congruent
prosody and syntax.

Diehl,
Friedgberg,
Paul, &
Snedeker,
2015

48;48

12.7 (717);12.7
(7-17)

Verbal
(measured
by CELF4
Receptive
Index): 114
(85 - 151);
114 (89136)

Measured
by WISCIV or the
Differential
Ability
Scales:
113.3 (88148); 113.8
(88-136)

An eye-gaze syntactic ambiguity
paradigm (Snedeker & Yuan,
2008): participants were instructed
to complete syntactically
ambiguous demands that can be
disambiguated by prosody.
Different from Diehl et al., 2008
which used intermixed prosodic
patterns, this paradigm uses a
block design with one prosodic
pattern in each of the two blocks.

Function

Grammatical

Children and adolescents
with ASD succeeded at
using prosodic
information to resolve
syntactic ambiguity in
block 1. But children with
ASD (aged 7-12)
demonstrated chance
performance on block 2,
suggesting that they were
less able to overcome
learned prosodic patterns
from block 1.

CELF-4: Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals – Fourth Edition
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Fourth Edition (Wechsler, 2008)
6 WAIS-III: Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – Third Edition (Wechsler, 1997)
4

5 WISC-IV:
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7

Diehl &
Paul, 2012

24;22

12.3 (816); 13
(9-16)

CELF4
Core
language:
97.21 (67132); NA
in the
control
group

Erwin, Van
Lancker,
Guthrie,
Schwafel,
Tanguay,
Buchwald,
1991

11;14

25.7 (1739); 23.4
(20-30)

NA

Golan,
BaronCohen,
Hill, &
Rutherford,
2007

40;26

27.5 (1750); 24.3
(17-50)

NA

Nonverbal
IQ
measured
by the
WASI7 or
the
Differential
Ability
Scale:
103.61(75133);NA in
the control
group
97 (76135); NA
in the
control
group

Full scale
IQ
measured
by the
WASI:
113.82 (92138) ;
114.45 (97138)

Form tasks from PEPS-C:
Participants were asked to
discriminate pairs of word, phrase,
or sentence stimuli that vary in
prosodic patterns.

Form

NA

The ASD group
performed marginally
worse at discriminating
word-level prosodic
features and
significicantly worse at
discriminating sentencelevel prosodic features
than the TD group. The
ASD group did not differ
significantly from the LD
group at either tasks.

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants were presented pairs of
stimuli with varying prosodic cues
(raising intonation vs. falling
intonation; angry vs. happy) and
were asked to match the stimuli to
an appropriate picture/word.
Participants were also presented
with sentences with varying
affective prosody (anger,
happiness, surprise, sadness) and
instructed to identify the emotion
in a forced-choice of two.

Function

Grammatical
Affective/
Emotional

The ASD group
performed at a
comparable level on the
behavioral level with the
TD group.

Forced-choice paradigm:
Reading the Mind in the Voice Revised (RMV-R) Task:
participants listened to sentences
with varying emotions and were
asked to identify the emotion in
forced-choices of four.

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants in the
AS/ASD group performed
significantly worse on the
RMV-R task than the
control group.

WASI: Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 1999)
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8
9

Grossman,
Bemis,
Skwerer, &
TagerFlusberg,
2010

16;15

12.3
(7.5-17);
12.6
(7.5-18)

PPVT-III:
107 (79138); 111
(79-139)

Full-scale
IQ
measured
by the KBIT28:
106.7 (87123); 108.9
(87-123)

Forced-choice paradigm:
in the affective prosody task,
participants listened to sentences
with varying emotions (happy, sad,
neutral) and were asked to identify
the emotion in forced-choices of
three. In the lexical stress task,
participants were asked to use
lexical stress to disambiguate
word/phrase pairs (e.g. hotdog vs.
hot dog)

Function

Grammatical
Affective/
Emotional

Participants with ASD
performed similarly to the
TD group on both
affective prosody and
lexical stress tasks.

Hubbard,
Faso,
Assmann,
& Sasson,
2017

22;30

25.9 (1850); 22.5
(18-50)

NA

111.3 (88129); NA
in the
control
group

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants with ASD
performed worse at
identifying neutral and
happy sentences than TD
participants

JärvinenPasley,
Peppé,
KingSmith, &
Heaton,
2008

Exp1:
21;21
Exp2:
20;20

Exp 1:
12.6
(7.716.8);
12.21
(8.316.3)
Exp 2:
12.0 (7.3
- 16.4);
11.9
(7.516.1)

Exp 1:
BPVS: 84
(55-135);
87 (58-124)
Exp2:
BPVS: 88
(55-135);
87 (55-124)

Exp 1:
RSPM9 89
(61-119);
88 (61-121)
Exp 2: 92
(61-129);
86 (62-121)

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants listened to sentences
read by TD speakers and speakers
with ASD and identified the
emotion context (neutral, angry,
happy, interested, sad).
PEPS-C:
In Experiment 1, six receptive
tasks in the PEPS-C were used. In
Exp 2, participants listened to
sentence with either raising or
falling intonation and selected
between asking and telling.

Form and
function

Grammatical
Pragmatic
Affective/
Emotional

Exp 1: participants with
ASD performed
significantly worse at
phrase- or sentence-level
discrimination, affective
intonation, and
chunking/phrasing.
Exp 2: participants with
ASD were sig. less
accurate at judging
whether speakers sound
certain from questions
than TD participants.

KBIT-2: Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test, Second Edition (Kaufman & Kaufman, 2004)
RSPM: Raven Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 1992)
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10
11

Kargas,
López,
Morris, &
Reddy,
2016

21;21

30.3;
29.5

NA

Full-scale
IQ
measured
by the
WASI:
109.5;
115.9

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants listened to pairs of
four-syllable words with either first
syllable stress (e.g. dandelion) or
second syllable stress (e.g.
capacity) and asked to make samedifferent judgement.

Form

Grammatical

The ASD group
demonstrated
significantly lower
sensitivity on detecting
lexical stress than the TD
group.

Lindner &
Rosén,
2006

14;16

10.21 (516);
10.19 (516)

PPVTIII10:
107.57(96136);111.1
3 (99-136)

NA

Forced-choice paradigm:
Perception of Emotion Test (PET;
Egan, 1989): participants listened
to or watched 160 posed scenes
and were asked to label emotions
(happy, angry, sad, neutral) by
pointing to the appropriate picture.
The 16 trials that target prosodic
perception were presented in audio
format and have neutral semantic
contents with varying intonations
to indicate affective prosody.

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants with ASD
performed significantly
worse at prosodic scenes
compared to the TD
participants.

Lyons,
Simmons,
& Paul,
2014

87;43

Preteen
age
subgroup
: 10.73;
11.18
teen age
subgroup
: 15.25;
14.94

CELF4
Expressive
Language:
preteen age
group:
100.14;
109.41
teen age
group: 94;
104.5

Verbal IQ
measured
by the
WASI or
the DASII11:
preteen age
group:
103.9;
109.4
teen age
group:
105.7;
107.9

The Prosody Protocol (PP)
contains eight subtests that
examine participants' ability to
perceive and produce intonation
(question vs. statement), stress,
phrasing (pause), and affect.

Function

Grammatical
Pragmatic
Affective/
Emotional

Significant differences
were detected in the
preteen group in
intonation, contrastive
pitch accent task, and
global receptive score
(TD ~ ASD Highlanguage > ASD Lowlanguage).

PPVT-III: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test – Third Edition (Dunn & Dunn, 1997)
DAS-II: Differential Abilities Scale-II, School-Age Version (Elliott, 1990)
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Paul,
Augustyn,
Klin, &
Volkmar,
2005

27;13

16.8;
16.7

CELF3
Receptive
Score:
98.6; not
reported in
the TD
group

Verbal IQ
measured
by the
WISC-III:
103.9; not
reported in
the control
group

All participants took part in 6
receptive prosody tasks (3 on
grammatical prosody and 3 on
pragmatic/affective prosody) that
examine comprehension of
intonation, stress, and phrasing.

Function

Grammatical
Pragmatic
Affective/
Emotional

Significant differences
were detected only in the
contrastive pitch accent
(pragmatic stress) task
(p=.004) but not in the
rest five receptive
prosody tasks.

Peppé et
al., 2017

31;72

9.45 (613); 6.45,
4-11

BPVS-II:
81.4
TROGII12: 79.6
CELF3:
69.8
GFTA-II13:
93.3
CCC14
(raw
score): 123
Language
not
reported in
the TD
group

RM15: 96.4
IQ not
reported in
the TD
group

PEPS-C tasks

Form and
function

Grammatical
Pragmatic
Affective/
Emotional

Significant differences
were detected between the
ASD and the TD group in
word-level discrimination,
phrase-/sentence-level
discrimination, and affect
perception, but not in
turn-end, chunking, or
focus.

(McCann et
al., 2007)

TROG-II: Test for Reception of Grammar – Second Edition (Bishop, 1989)
GFTA-II: Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation – Second Edition (Goldman & Fristoe, 2000)
14 CCC: Children’s Communication Checklist (Bishop, 1998)
15 RM: Raven’s Matrices (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1986)
12
13
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Ploog,
Brooks,
Scharf, &
Aum, 2014

15;15

10.6(5.418);
10.8(5.216)

Various
levels of
language
skills,
including
nonverbal
children

NA

Adapted video game paradigm:
(Ploog et al., 2009): Englishspeaking participants listened to a
pair of nonsense sentences with
varying contents and prosody
(statement vs. question,
enthusiastic vs. grouchy) in a video
game paradigm and were
reinforced to select one of the two
in the training. Participants were
then tested on stimuli with
recombinations of the contents and
prosodic features of training
stimuli to assess participants'
sensitivity to prosody and semantic
contents.

Form

Grammatical
Affective/
Emotional

Both groups discriminated
reinforced stimuli based
on their prosody at
equivalent levels of
accuracy.

Ploog,
Banerjee,
& Brooks,
2009

9;9

12.8
(5.318.3); 8
(5.311.9)

Medium- to
lowfunctioning
of
language,
including
nonverbal
children

Full-scale
IQ
measured
by the
StanfordBinet:
50.43 (4074)

Adapted video game paradigm:
Participants listened to a pair of
sentences with varying contents
and prosody in a video game
paradigm and were reinforced to
select one of the two in the
training. Participants were then
tested on stimuli with
recombinations of the contents and
prosodic features of training
stimuli to assess participants'
sensitivity to prosody and semantic
contents.

Form

Grammatical

No sig. difference was
detected between the
ASD and the TD group on
test probes that differ only
in prosody, which could
be attributed to
unexpectedly poor
performance in the TD
group.

Rutherford,
BaronCohen,
Wheelwrig
ht, 2002

19;20

29 (1659); 36
(18-53)

NA

Full-scale
IQ
measured
by the
WAIS:
107.93 (87133); 101
(91-116)

Forced-choice paradigm:
Reading the Mind in the Voice
Test: Participants listened to 2-sec
segments recorded from dramatic
audio books and asked to identify
the speaker's mental attitude or
emotion in forced-choices of two
adjectives.

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants with ASD
performed significantly
worse at identifying
mental states or emotions
than the control group.
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Singh &
Harrow,
2014

10;10

10.6 (8.1
-13);
10.5 (8.7
- 12)

CELF4:
107.4;117.
5
EVT16:
111;114
PPVT:
115;120

NA

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants listened to emotional
words varying in affective prosody
and were asked to identify the
emotion based on the tone of voice
in forced choices of two (happy vs.
sad).

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants with ASD are
equally accurate in
classifying emotions as
TD participants. When
reaction times were
analyzed, an interaction
was detected between
group and semanticprosodic congruence
between semantic
contents and prosodic
pattern: TD children
showed significantly
slower responses to
incongruent stimuli than
congruent, whereas
children with ASD did
not.

Steward,
McAdam,
Ota, Peppé,
Cleland,
2013

11;14

27.2 (1739); 26.4
(21-37)

NA

Mill Hill
Vocab
Scale from
the Raven:
14.9 (625); 18.1
(8-23)

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants listened to
vocalizations of 'mmm' and
sentences with neutral prosody,
congruent prosody with semantic
content, or incongruent prosody
with semantic contents and were
asked to identify emotions in a
forced-choice of five emotions
(anger, fear, happiness, surprise,
disgust)

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants with ASD
performed sig. worse at
identifying emotions from
incongruent sentences,
neutral sentences, and
vocalizations of 'mmm',
but not at identifying
congruent sentences.

16

EVT: Expressive Vocabulary Test (Williams, 1997)
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Van
Lancker,
Cornelius,
Kreiman,
1989

28;33

Younger
subgroup
: 6.9 (4 7.9); 5.3
(3.3-7.8)
Older
subgroup
: 11.3 (8
-22);
11.2
(8.2-17)

NA

NA

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants listened to
semantically neutral sentences and
were asked to first select an image
that represents the correct semantic
content and then select an image
that represents the emotion based
on the tone of voice.

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants with ASD in
both age subgroups
performed sig. worse than
TD controls on semantic
tasks. Children with ASD
in the older group also
performed sig. worse at
emotion recognition task.

Wang, Lee,
Sigman,
Dapretto,
2006

18;18

11.9;
11.9

NA

Full-scale
IQ
measured
by the
WAIS:
102; 106

Forced-choice paradigm:
participants listened to short
scenarios and were asked to decide
whether the speaker was sincere or
ironic.

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Behavioral data reveal
that participants with
ASD and TD participants
did not differ significantly
when only prosodic cues
were available. However,
the ASD group showed
heightened recruitment of
temporal regions
bilaterally in the prosodyonly condition.
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2.3.2

Tasks, paradigms, and main findings
Studies adopted a variety of tasks and paradigms: 14 studies used a forced-choice task

where participants listened to a stimulus and were asked to make a forced choice out of two to
five choices; four studies used or adapted a video game paradigm with a discrimination-choice
procedure embedded in the game to test prosody discrimination; three studies used the Profiling
Elements of Prosodic Systems in Children (PEPS-C; Peppé & McCann, 2003); one study used an
eye-tracking paradigm; and three studies used other linguistic tasks. A narrative summary and
evaluation of the paradigms used and study findings are provided below to supplement the
summaries provided in Table 3.
Forced-choice tasks. Fourteen studies used a forced-choice task. In some studies,
participants were played one stimuli and were asked to identify the speaker’s emotion among
two to five emotions. In other studies, participants were played a pair of or more than two stimuli
and were asked which one would correspond to a specific picture. One study examined formlevel of receptive prosody and 13 studies examined function-level. Within the studies on
function-level of receptive prosody, 12 studies focused on affective/emotional prosody and 3
studies examined grammatical prosody17.
Kargas et al. (2016) is the only study that investigated perception of grammatical prosody
on the form-level using a forced-choice task. In this study, participants listened to word pairs that
differ only in the stress patterns and were instructed to make same-different judgments about
each pair. The ASD group performed significantly worse at detecting lexical stress than the TD
group. However, this group difference appears to be driven by a subgroup of participants with
ASD (N=7) who demonstrated marked poor sensitivity to lexical stress in a relatively

The number exceeds 13 because two studies examined both grammatical and affective prosody understanding
(Erwin et al., 1991; Grossman et al., 2010).
17
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homogenous sample of individuals with ASD (N = 21) with similar levels of ASD severity and
cognition. The authors thus called for future studies to investigate potential subgroups within
ASD to understanding the considerable variability in language and communication reported in
this population.
The three studies on grammatical prosody using forced-choice tasks tested participants’
ability to understand meaningful grammatical differences embodied by prosodic cues
(Chevallier, Noveck, Happé, & Wilson, 2009; Erwin et al., 1991; Grossman et al., 2010). In all
three studies, no significant difference was detected between TD and ASD groups, suggesting
that comprehension of grammatical prosody may be a relatively intact area of receptive prosody
in individuals with ASD. In one study (Erwin et al., 1991), the authors also collected eventrelated potential data and found that participants with ASD displayed similar P3 responses to all
prosodic stimuli. This finding provided additional evidence that individuals with ASD can
comprehend and process grammatical prosody at both behavioral and neurological levels.
Within the 12 studies that used forced-choice tasks to test comprehension of
affective/emotional prosody, six studies reported null findings between groups (Brennand,
Schepman, & Rodway, 2011; Chevallier, Noveck, Happé, & Wilson, 2011; Erwin et al., 1991;
Grossman et al., 2010; Singh & Harrow, 2014; Wang, Lee, Sigman, & Dapretto, 2006) and six
studies reported significant differences between TD and ASD groups (Golan, Baron-Cohen, Hill,
& Rutherford, 2007; Hubbard, Faso, Assmann, & Sasson, 2017; Lindner & Rosén, 2006;
Rutherford et al., 2002; Stewart, McAdam, Ota, Peppé, & Cleland, 2013; Van Lancker,
Cornelius, & Kreiman, 1989). Despite inconsistent findings across these studies, several
common patterns emerged. First, in two studies, group differences were detected in speed related
measures rather than accuracy measures (Chevallier et al., 2011; Singh & Harrow, 2014), which
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suggests that individuals with ASD may be capable of processing and interpreting affective
prosody but may be slower in their processing or may have difficulty using them in challenging
situations. Second, two studies suggested that individuals with ASD may rely on semantic
content as a compensatory strategy to detect a speaker’s affect (Lindner & Rosén, 2006; Singh &
Harrow, 2014). In both studies, participants performed better at identifying affects from
sentences with congruent semantic content compared to neutral sentences or vocalizations
without semantic contents. Additionally, two studies provided direct evidence that poor
performance on receptive prosody tasks in participants with ASD were driven by low language
comprehension abilities (Brennand et al., 2011; Van Lancker et al., 1989). For example, in
Brennand et al. (2011), the between-group difference on affective prosody understanding was no
longer significant once language was included as a covariate.
This group of forced-choice method studies also shared some common limitations. First,
in several studies, participants’ language ability was not measured or matched between groups.
Thus, affective prosody understanding difficulties observed in the ASD group may be
confounded with potential language deficits. Moreover, findings in some studies were influenced
by the limits of the tasks used. For example, in some studies, the tasks had not been validated in
typically developing populations. In two studies that reported null findings between groups
(Brennand et al., 2011; Hubbard et al., 2017), participants in both TD and ASD groups
performed close to chance level, indicating that the lack of group differences may be attributed to
ambiguous experimental stimuli. In other studies, the task used pose significant cognitive or
language demands on participants. In particular, in one study, participants were instructed to
detect affects in sentences while counting and reporting the number of times the letter T was
present in the sentence.
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PEPS-C. Three studies18 used the PEPS-C to examine prosody in children with autism.
The PEPS-C is a semi-standardized assessment designed to assess the expressive and receptive
prosody in children and adolescents (Peppé & McCann, 2003). It adopts the form vs function
framework and assesses prosody on both levels. The most current version of PEPS-C (2015)
consists of 14 tasks, including two tasks on the form level that measure speakers’ ability to
discriminate and imitate prosodic variations and 12 tasks on various functions of prosody. The
12 tasks assess six functions (turn end, affect, lexical stress, phrasal stress, chunking/phrasing,
and contrastive pitch accent) each in a receptive and an expressive task. Each task consists of 16
items and a score of > 12 was used to represent competence level on each task. All three
included studies used an earlier version of the PEPS-C (PEPS-C Research and Clinical version,
Peppé & McCann, 2003) (Diehl & Paul, 2012; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008; Peppé et al., 2007).
The PEPS-C Research and Clinical version includes a subset of tasks in PEPS-C 2015. Table 4
presents detailed descriptions of all tasks included in both versions of PEPS-C. Of these three
studies, one study (Diehl & Paul, 2012) only reported results from two form-related tasks and
two studies (Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008, Peppé et al., 2007) reported both form- and functionrelated tasks.

Two included publications reported on the same group of participants (McCann et al., 2007; Peppé et al., 2007).
Therefore, findings in both publications were consolidated together in this study under Peppé et al., 2007.
18
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Table 4. PEPS-C task descriptions for both PEPS-C research and clinical version and PEPS-C 2015
PEPS-C
Research &
Clinical
Version
×

PEPS-C
2015

Task Name

Mode

Level

Discrimination

Receptive

Form

Imitation
Turn-end
Understanding

Expressive
Form
Receptive Function

×
×

×
×

Turn-end
Expression
Affect
Understanding

Expressive Function

×

×

Receptive

Function

×

×

Affect
Expression
Lexical Stress
Understanding

Expressive Function

×

×

Function

×

Lexical Stress
Expression

Expressive Function

×

Phrasal Stress
Understanding

Receptive

Function

×

Phrasal Stress
Expression
Boundary
(Chunking)
Understanding

Expressive Function

×

Receptive

Receptive

Function

×

×

×

Description
Discriminating prosodic differences in words, phrases, and sentences.
Participants heard pairs of low-pass filtered stimuli and were asked to
judge whether each pair sounds the same of different.
Imitating different forms of intonation in words, phrases, and sentences.
Understanding questioning vs. declarative intonation. Participants heard
single words produced either in a rising or a falling intonation and were
asked whether the speaker was asking or telling/reading.
Producing single words with questioning or declarative intonations.
Understanding affect (likes vs. dislikes) on single words. Participants
heard words of food items with various intonation patterns were asked
whether the speaker likes or dislikes the item.
Producing single words with affective intonations to suggest either liking
or disliking of items.
Perceiving the position of stress in two-syllable words. Participants heard
noun-verb homographs (e.g. REcord, reCORD) and were asked to indicate
where the stress is in each word.
Producing the correct stress-pattern in two-syllable words. Participants
were shown noun-verb homographs one at a time and were asked to read
them aloud.
Distinguishing between two-word phrases and compound nouns.
Participants heard phrases that can be disambiguated using stress (e.g.
green HOUSE vs. GREENhouse) and were asked to indicate which one
they heard.
Producing different stress patterns to indicate two-word phrases and
compound nouns (e.g. green house vs. greenhouse, hot dog vs hotdog).
Understanding syntactically ambiguous phrases disambiguated by prosody
(e.g. fruit, salad, and milk vs. fruit salad and milk). Participants heard
phrases with various pause patterns and were asked to point to a picture of
what they heard.
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Boundary
(Chunking)
Expression

Expressive Function

×

×

Contrastive
Stress (Focus)
Understanding

Receptive

Function

×

×

Contrastive
Stress (Focus)
Expression

Expressive Function

×

×

Producing syntactically ambiguous phrases unambiguously using prosodic
patterns. Participants were shown pictures that either show two or three
items (e.g. fruit, salad, and milk vs. a bowl of fruit salad and milk) and
were asked to label each picture.
Understanding contrastive pitch accent in context. Participants were told
that the speaker went to a shopping mall to buy some socks but only
realized that she forgot a pair of socks in a specific color. Participants then
heard sentences such as “I wanted blue and BLACK socks” and were
asked to indicate which color the speaker forgot.
Producing contrastive pitch accent in context. Participants were presented
with some incorrect statements and were asked to correct the speaker using
contrastive pitch accents.
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Regarding form-level task performances, all three studies using the PEPS-C provided
convergent evidence that children with ASD performed worse than TD children. Specifically, in
both Diehl & Paul (2012) and Järvinen-Pasley et al. (2008), significant differences were found in
long-item discrimination (i.e. sentence-level prosodic patterns) but not short-item discrimination,
whereas Peppé et al. (2007) detected worse performance in the ASD group in both long-item and
short-item discrimination. With respect to function-level task performances, two studies reported
divergent findings. in Peppé et al. (2007), children with ASD only performed significantly worse
than TD children in affect identification. In contrast, Järvinen-Pasley et al.(2008) reported
significant between-group differences in affect identification (affective prosody), chunking
(grammatical prosody), but not in contrastive stress (semantic/pragmatic) or turn-end intonation
(grammatical prosody). Across form and function tasks in Järvinen-Pasley et al. (2008), given
that children with ASD had more success on short-item discrimination, contrastive stress, and
turn-end intonation tasks which all assess receptive prosody on the word level, the authors
suggested that children with ASD may have a specific difficulty with perceiving and
comprehending prosodic changes over long linguistic stimuli. Additionally, Diehl and Paul
(2012) reported that significant differences in discriminating sentence-level prosodic patterns
were only found between TD and ASD but not between ASD and Learning Disabilities. This
finding echoed patterns found from the forced-choice tasks that prosodic differences observed in
children with ASD may be driven by language or cognitive abilities.
In summary, two patterns were observed in all three studies that used PEPS-C. First, for
both form- and function-level tasks, children with ASD appeared to exhibit more difficulty
perceiving and comprehending prosody in sentence-level stimuli compared to word-level stimuli.
Additionally, function-level prosodic deficits in ASD may be specific to affective/emotional
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prosody. Comprehension of grammatical intonation and pragmatic contrastive pitch accent may
be two aspects of prosody that are relatively intact in this population (Table 5).

Table 5. Comparison of findings in included studies that used PEPS-C to assess the
perception and comprehension of prosody in individuals with ASD

Short-item Discrimination
Long-item Discrimination
Turn-end Understanding
Affect Understanding
Boundary (chunking) Understanding
Focus Understanding

Diehl & Paul,
2012
×
√

Järvinen-Pasley
et al., 2008
×
√
×
√
√
×

Peppé et al.,
2007
√
√
×
√
×
×

Note: A check indicates that a significant difference was detected between the TD and the ASD
group. A cross indicates that no significant difference was detected. Consistent findings across
all studies were bolded.

Video game paradigm. In a series of four studies, Ploog, Brooks, and colleagues tested
form-level receptive prosodic abilities in children with ASD (Brooks, Gaggi, & Ploog, 2018;
Brooks & Ploog, 2013; Ploog et al., 2009; Ploog, Brooks, Scharf, & Aum, 2014). In these
studies, a discrimination forced-choice procedure was embedded in a video game where
participants listened to pre-recorded sentences varying in semantic contents and prosodic
patterns. During the training phase, participants were presented with 36 trials where they were
reinforced to select one of two sentences differing in both contents and prosody (e.g. “Max ate a
grape” said in a rising intonation vs. “Tom threw a ball” said in a falling intonation). Once a
participant responded 75% or more to the reinforced stimuli in the training session, the test phase
was activated. During the test phase, participants listened to pairs of stimuli with recombinations
of the semantic and prosodic features (e.g. “Max at a grape” and “Tom threw a ball” produced in
both rising and failing intonations) and were prompted to choose one from each pair.
Participants’ performance on the task was analyzed using the accuracy rate of identifying the
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training stimuli features from the recombined test stimuli. All four studies recruited children with
varying language functioning, including minimally-verbal children with ASD. Overall, this
series of studies validated the use of a video game paradigm to test form-level prosody
processing ability in a sample of children with ASD with low- to medium-levels of language
abilities. Yet, in all four studies, children with ASD required twice or three times more training
sessions than TD children did to reach the 75%-threshold to activate the test phase. After
reaching the threshold, they were able to discriminate grammatical and affective prosody as
accurately as TD controls.
Eye-tracking paradigm. Diehl, Friedberg, Paul, & Snedeker (2015) is the only included
study that used an eye-gaze paradigm. However, an earlier study, Diehl, Bennetto, Watson,
Gunlogson, & McDonough (2008) used the same task without the eye-tracking feature and thus
these two studies were reviewed together here. Diehl and colleagues (2008) adapted a
psycholinguistic paradigm, syntactic ambiguity paradigm (Kraljic & Brennan, 2005; Snedeker &
Trueswell, 2003), to test grammatical prosody comprehension in age- and IQ-matched TD
adolescents and adolescents with ASD. Participants were presented with ambiguous sentences
that are either disambiguated by prosody (e.g. “Put the dog // in the basket on the star” or “Put
the dog in the basket // on the star”), syntactic structure (e.g. “Put the dog in the basket that’s on
the star” or “Put the dog that’s in the basket on the star”), or both (e.g. “put the dog // in the
basket that’s on the star” or “put the dog that’s in the basket // on the star”). The first sentence in
each of the examples indicates that the prepositional phrase (PP) was attached to the verbal
phrase (VP attachment interpretation) and signals the destination of the verb movement (e.g.
put), whereas the second sentence in each of the examples indicates that the PP attaches within
the noun phrase (NP attachment interpretation) and modifies the head noun (e.g. dog).
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Participants were instructed to listen to sentences and follow instructions to manipulate real
objects in front of them. Participants’ responses were analyzed to calculate accuracy rate in each
condition (Prosody-only, Syntax-only, and Prosody + Syntax) and overall. Results indicate that
adolescents with ASD were significantly worse than controls only in the Prosody-only condition,
which indicates that adolescents with ASD experienced difficulties using prosodic cues for
syntactic processing. One limitation suggested by the authors was that some verbs used in the
study (e.g. put) may have a lexical bias toward a VP-attachment interpretation because these
verbs are commonly followed by a NP and a locative PP. The authors speculated that participants
with ASD may have performed poorly on this task due to difficulties overriding this lexical bias
and persisting in the assumed VP attachment interpretation. If this was true, then the betweengroup differences would reflect a deficit in cognitive flexibility rather than prosodic
comprehension deficits.
Following Diehl et al. (2008), Diehl and colleagues (2015) used less-biased stimuli in the
same syntactic ambiguity paradigm and added an eye-gaze feature to the task to capture
participants’ efficiency at using prosodic cues. Four groups of children (TD and ASD groups
each with two age subgroups, children and teens) were told that they would play a game about
following instructions. Participants then listened to syntactically ambiguous commands (e.g.
“You can feel the frog with the feather”). The prosody of these commands were manipulated by
either placing a prosodic boundary cue (i.e. pause and boundary intonation) before the first noun
phrase (e.g. “You can feel // the frog with the feather”) or before the prepositional phrase (e.g.
“You can feel the frog // with the feather”). In front of them were a set of toys, including a target
instrument (e.g. a feather), a target animal (e.g. a frog), an animal holding an instrument (e.g. a
frog with a feather), a distractor instrument (e.g. a candle which was not mentioned in the
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command), and a distractor animal holding a distractor instrument (e.g. a leopard holding a
candle). A block design was used so that half of the participants heard one type of prosody in the
first block and the other half heard the other type of prosody, which was then reversed in the
second block. The block design allows the authors to test whether the difficulties children with
ASD experienced in the Prosody-only condition was due to cognitive inflexibility or true
prosodic deficits. Participants’ eye gaze and action were coded from videotapes of the sessions
by trained coders. Interestingly, different patterns emerged in Block 1 and Block 2. On Block 1,
all groups demonstrated a robust effect of prosody in their responses with no significant
difference between groups, which suggests that children with ASD were sensitive to prosodic
boundary cues. However, on Block 2, interactions were detected between prosody and age and
between prosody and diagnostic groups. Though teens with ASD performed as well as TD teens,
children with ASD were at chance in the second block, which suggests that they experienced
challenges interpreting the new prosodic patterns in Block 2. These findings collectively confirm
that children with ASD were able to use grammatical prosodic cues to parse sentences but may
have difficulty overriding learned expectations when prosodic pattern changes. This performance
pattern was only evident in the younger group (7- to 12-year-olds), which may reflect immature
executive function, specifically cognitive flexibility, more so than global receptive prosody
deficits. Though it remains unclear the specific role that executive function plays in prosody
processing in everyday spoken communication where prosody patterns vary constantly to convey
syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic meanings, this study identifies and highlights the need to
consider cognitive factors that lead to poor performance on prosody tasks.
Other linguistic tasks. Two studies used linguistic tasks to assess function-level of
prosody. Paul et al. (2005) examined understanding of grammatical, pragmatic, and affective
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prosody in six receptive tasks. Lyons, Simmons, & Paul (2014) used four receptive tasks adapted
from PEPS-C, Paul et al. (2005), and Hubbard & Trauner (2007) to test understanding of
grammatical, affective prosody understanding. Paul et al. (2005) included high-functioning
adolescents with ASD and concluded that adolescents with ASD were worse than TD
adolescents in comprehension of contrastive pitch accent. In Lyon et al. (2014), participants with
ASD were divided into two age groups (9-12 and 13-17), with each age group further divided
into two language groups (language impaired and typical language). Notably, significant
differences were only detected in grammatical intonation and contrastive pitch accent in the
younger age group. Additionally, within the younger group, children with ASD with higher
language levels performed similarly to TD peers whereas children with lower language levels
displayed marked receptive prosodic deficits. The presence of receptive prosodic deficits only in
the younger age group seems to suggest that the nature of receptive prosodic deficits in this
population may be more quantitative than qualitative. Overall, these findings indicate that
receptive prosodic deficits may be most evident in a subgroup of individuals with ASD.

2.3.3

Research question 1: Form-level deficits in ASD
Eight of the 25 studies reported form-level prosodic functioning findings in individuals

with ASD (Table 6). Overall, five studies (63%) concluded that participants with ASD
demonstrated form-level receptive prosodic deficits. Three of the four studies (Brooks & Ploog,
2013; Ploog et al., 2009, 2014) that used the video game paradigm did not find a significant
difference in participants’ ability to discriminate prosodic patterns (rising vs. falling intonation,
enthusiastic vs. grouchy affective prosody) between groups, whereas one study (Brooks et al.,
2018) did detect a significant between-group difference. All three studies (Diehl & Paul, 2012;
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Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008; Peppé et al., 2007) that used the PEPS-C found that children with
ASD performed significantly worse on form-level tasks than TD children. Between-group
differences were particularly evident on discrimination of prosodic patterns on phrase- or
sentence-level items. One study (Kargas et al., 2016) used a forced-choice paradigm (samedifferent discrimination task) and found that participants with ASD were significantly worse at
differentiating lexical stress patterns.

2.3.4

Research question 2: Function-level deficits in ASD
Seven of the 25 studies examined function-level prosodic abilities in individuals with

ASD, with nine studies on grammatical prosody comprehension, four studies on pragmatic
prosody comprehension, and 15 studies on affective/emotional prosody comprehension (some
studies examined multiple functions, and thus the total number exceeds 25). The results were
largely inconsistent across studies. Regarding grammatical prosody comprehension, three studies
(33%) reported significant between-group differences, yet five did not. In terms of pragmatic
prosody, half of the studies (N = 2, 50%) concluded that individuals with ASD demonstrated
significant deficits, whereas the other half (N = 2, 50%) found comparable performances in TD
and ASD groups. The majority of studies that examined function-level prosody processing
focused on affective/emotional prosody comprehension. However, the findings remain
contradictory: eight studies (53%) reported significant between-group differences on various
emotion recognition tasks, whereas seven studies (47%) reported null findings regarding
affective/emotional prosody processing.
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2.3.5

Research question 3: Relations between receptive prosody and other measures
Findings from ten studies that examined associations between receptive prosody on form-

or function-levels and broader linguistic or social communication functioning were also
extracted (Table 7). These studies reported significant correlations between participants’
performance on receptive prosody tasks and other skills and characteristics, including expressive
prosody (Peppé et al., 2007), receptive language (Diehl et al., 2008; Peppé et al., 2007), speech
production (Kargas et al., 2016), vocabulary (Peppé et al., 2007), overall language (Diehl &
Paul, 2012; Peppé et al., 2007), social communication skills (Singh & Harrow, 2014), verbal IQ
(Golan et al., 2007), full IQ (Hubbard et al., 2017; Peppé et al., 2007), age (Lindner & Rosén,
2006; Peppé et al., 2007), and autism symptomology (Golan et al., 2007). Additionally, Peppé et
al. (2007) found that participants’ scores on form- and function-level tasks produced different
correlation patterns. Though both correlated with general language ability measured by CELF-3,
participants’ form-level task composite score correlated with age whereas function-level task
composite score correlated with vocabulary and receptive language.
Other studies reported contradictory findings. Though Golan and collages (2017) found
significant correlations between participants’ performance on the emotion recognition task and
Autism Quotient scores and verbal IQ measured by WASI, they did not find significant
correlations between emotion recognition and age or performance IQ. Contrary to Kargas et al
(2016) who found significant associations between receptive prosody and speech abnormalities,
Peppé and colleagues did not find a correlation between receptive prosody and speech
production. Though Golan and colleagues detected significant associations between affective
prosody and verbal IQ, two other studies failed to detect any associations between affective
prosody and verbal IQ (Rutherford et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2013).
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Table 6. Summary table of current evidence based on prosodic deficits in speakers with ASD at form (acoustic-perceptual) or function
(linguistic) levels
Levels
prosodic
deficits

Form

Types of
prosodic
deficits

Acousticperceptual

Studies that identified significant deficits
References
Brooks, Gaggi, & Ploog (2018)
Diehl & Paul (2012)
Järvinen-Pasley, Peppé, King-Smith, & Heaton
(2008)
Peppé et al. (2007)
Kargas, López, Morris, & Reddy (2016)

Studies that reported null findings

N

5

%

63%

Grammatical

Diehl, Bennetto, Watson, Gunlogson, &
McDonough (2008)
Järvinen-Pasley, Peppé, King-Smith, & Heaton
(2008)
Lyons, Simmons, & Paul (2014)b

3

33%

Pragmatic

Lyons, Simmons, & Paul (2014)b
Paul, Augustyn, Klin, & Volkmar (2005)

2

50%

Affective/E
motional

Hubbard, Faso, Assmann, & Sasson (2017)
Järvinen-Pasley, Peppé, King-Smith, & Heaton
(2008)
Golan, Baron-Cohen, Hill, & Rutherford (2007)
Lindner & Rosén (2006)
Peppé et al. (2007)
Rutherford, Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright (2002)
Stewart, McAdam, Ota, Peppé, Cleland (2013)
Van Lancker, Cornelius, Kreiman (1989)

Function

8

53%

References
Brooks & Ploog (2013)
Ploog, Brooks, Scharf, & Aum (2014)
Ploog, Banerjee, & Brooks (2009)

Chevallier, Noveck, Happé, & Wilson (2009)
Diehl, Friedgberg, Paul, & Snedeker (2015)a
Erwin, Van Lancker, Guthrie, Schwafel, Tanguay,
Buchwald (1991)
Grossman, Bemis, Skwerer, & Tager-Flusberg
(2010)
Peppé et al. (2007)
Paul, Augustyn, Klin, & Volkmar (2005)
Peppé et al. (2007)
Järvinen-Pasley, Peppé, King-Smith, & Heaton
(2008)
Brennand, Schepman, & Rodway (2011)
Chevallier, Noveck, Happé, & Wilson (2011)
Erwin, Van Lancker, Guthrie, Schwafel, Tanguay,
Buchwald (1991)
Grossman, Bemis, Skwerer, & Tager-Flusberg
(2010)
Paul, Augustyn, Klin, & Volkmar (2005)
Singh & Harrow, 2014
Wang, Lee, Sigman, Dapretto (2006)

N

Pct

3

37%

6

67%

2

50%

7

47%

Note: a The authors detected significant differences between groups in Block 2 of the experiment and attributed significantly poorer performance in
the ASD group to reduced ability to overcome learned patterns in Block 1 instead of ability to perceive prosody.
b This study only detected significant differences in grammatical and pragmatic functions of prosody in the preteen group but not in the adolescent
group. Additionally, significant differences were only detected between the TD group and the ASD Low Language group.
c The paradigm used in each study was color coded in this table:
Yellow: eye-tracking; green: PEPS-C; blue: forced-choice; orange: video game paradigms; black: other linguistic tasks.
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Table 7. Studies that examined associations between the perception of prosody and broader linguistic or socialcommunication functioning

References

Task

Form vs
Function

Aspect of
Prosody

Association with broader skills

Diehl, Bennetto,
Watson,
Gunlogson, &
McDonough, 2008

Syntactic ambiguity
paradigm

Function

Grammatical

Participants with ASD's performance on the prosody-only task was
marginally correlated with receptive language scores, r = .4, p = .08.

Diehl & Paul,
2012

Form tasks from
PEPS-C

Form

NA

Participants' performance on receptive form tasks on PEPS-C
significantly correlated with general language abilities measured by
CELF-4 Core Language Index.

Golan, BaronCohen, Hill, &
Rutherford, 2007

Reading the Mind in
the Voice - Revised
(RMV-R) task

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants' performance on the RMV-R task correlated
significantly with Autism Quotient and verbal IQ measured by
WASI, but didn’t correlate with age or performance IQ.

Hubbard, Faso,
Assmann, &
Sasson, 2017

Emotion recognition
task

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Emotion recognition accuracy significantly correlated with IQ in the
ASD group (r = .08, p <.001)

Kargas, López,
Morris, & Reddy,
2016

Lexical stress samedifferent
discrimination task

Function

Grammatical

A significant correlation was detected between stress perception and
speech abnormalities scores (item 2 on ADOS; r =-.75, p =.001):
less sensitivity on syllable stress was associated with higher speech
abnormalities score on ADOS.

Linder & Rosén,
2006

Perception of
Emotion Test

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants' performance on prosodic trials significantly correlated
with age (r=.56, p<.01) and POET total score (r = .78,p<.01).
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Peppé et al., 2007

All tasks from
PEPS-C

Form and
function

Grammatical,
Pragmatic,
Affective/
Emotional

In the ASD group, PEPS-C receptive scores correlated with BPVS (r
=.78, p <.001), TROG (r = .59, p<.001), CELF-3 (r = .72, p<.001),
RM (r = .51, p <.01), and age (r =.60, p<.001). PEPS-C receptive
score did not correlate with CCC pragmatics or GTFA. PEPS-C
function total score sig. correlated with BPVS, TROG, and CELF-3,
whereas PEPS-C form total score correlated with CELF -3 and age.
In both ASD and TD groups, PEPS-C receptive scores correlated
sig. with PEPS-C expressive scores.

Rutherford,
Baron-Cohen,
Wheelwright,
2002

Reading the Mind in
the Voice Test

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Performance on the RMV test did not correlate significantly with
verbal IQ in either the ASD group or the TD group.

Singh & Harrow,
2014

Emotion Recognition
task

Function

Affective/Em
otional

Participants’ congruence effect (i.e. faster responses to congruent
stimuli compared to incongruent stimuli) was directly related to
social communication skills (measured by SCQ), suggesting that
greater autistic symptomatology was associated with a reduced
sensitivity to congruence based on semantic contents and prosodic
cues.

Stewart,
McAdam, Ota,
Peppé, Cleland,
2013

Emotion recognition
task

Function

Affective/
Emotional

Participants' performance on the tasks did not correlate with the Mill
Hill (verbal IQ) test.
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2.4

Discussion
There have been more attempts to understand receptive prosody in the ASD population in

the past two decades. In this systematic review, 25 studies that examined form- and functionlevel of receptive prosody in ASD were identified and summarized. A review of current
literature suggests that conflicting evidence has been reported on both form- and function-levels.
Compared to function-level prosodic abilities, form-level prosodic deficits in ASD have received
relatively more convergent support. Five studies (63%) reported that children and adults with
ASD performed significantly worse on form-level tasks such as discriminating lexical stress and
prosodic intonation patterns than TD controls. Regarding function-level prosody processing
abilities, studies reported as many significant differences as null findings between ASD and TD
groups across grammatical, pragmatic, and affective/emotional prosody. Though the results of
these studies have not painted a conclusive picture on form- or function-level prosody processing
in ASD, this review identifies four themes that warrant further discussion: auditory processing in
ASD in general, prosodic deficits in ASD as a function of stimuli complexity and task demands,
prosodic deficits in ASD as a function of sample characteristics, and potential dissociation
between form- and function-level prosody.

2.4.1

Auditory processing in ASD
Given that the main theme of this review was receptive prosody as an acoustic and

linguistic phenomenon on form- and function-levels, only studies that included at least one
behavioral measure of receptive prosody was included. However, in addition to form-level
processing ability as a prerequisite of function-level processing, prior studies have also argued
that basic auditory processing skills need to be examined before assessing form- or function-
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level receptive prosody considering that prosodic phenomena are conveyed by subtle variations
in acoustic parameters such as F0, intensity, and duration (Chevallier et al., 2009, 2011).
In a recent review, O’Conner (2012) provided a comprehensive account on auditory
processing in ASD and summarized current findings on pitch and intensity perception in
detecting changes in pitch (Heaton, 2005; Heaton, Pring, & Hermelin, 1999; Mottron, Peretz, &
Ménard, 2000) and identifying the pitch of isolated pure-tone stimuli in discrimination and
categorization tasks (Bonnel et al., 2003; O’Riordan & Passetti, 2006). Studies that tested the
ability to discriminate different sound intensity levels in individuals with ASD have found
similar findings: children and adults with ASD were as accurate as TD controls at discriminating
intensity levels in pure-tones (Bonnel et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2009). Two studies (Chevallier et
al., 2009, 2011) that were included in this current systematic review used the Dino Task as a
control task to assess participants’ ability to discriminate pitch, intensity, and duration before
assessing their ability to perceive or comprehend prosody (Sutcliffe & Bishop, 2005). Consistent
with previously reviewed studies, no group difference was detected between TD and ASD
groups in intensity, duration, or pitch discrimination. Thus, these findings collectively suggest
that children with ASD are equipped with sufficient basic auditory processing skills needed to
process prosody.
To reconcile these findings on intact or enhanced auditory processing abilities in ASD
with the findings that suggested receptive prosodic deficits in ASD, O’Conner concluded that
individuals with ASD may exhibit intact or even enhanced discrimination of low-level acoustic
information (e.g. pitch and intensity in pure-tone stimuli) but manifest impaired performance
when processing high-level linguistic information (e.g. pitch contours in speech stimuli). This
hypothesis is consistent with both the Enhanced Perception Functioning theory (Mottron,
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Dawson, Soulières, Hubert, & Burack, 2006) which proposes that individuals with ASD have
enhanced discrimination ability of low-level perceptual information and the Neural Complexity
theory (Bertone, Mottron, Jelenic, & Faubert, 2005; Samson, Mottron, Jemel, Belin, & Ciocca,
2006) which predicts that enhanced and reduced processing ability in individuals with ASD
depend on the complexity of the stimuli. In summary, evidence from auditory processing
literature suggests that prosodic deficits reported in individuals with ASD are more likely due to
a combination of overly focused selective attention to perceptual information in ASD and the
complexity of speech stimuli used in prosody research rather than inadequate basic auditory
processing ability.

2.4.2

Prosodic deficits in ASD as a function of stimuli complexity and task demands
There is some evidence to suggest that individuals with ASD demonstrate more evident

deficits when processing sentence-level stimuli compared to word-level stimuli. Two studies
(Diehl & Paul, 2012; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008) that used PEPS-C form-level tasks found that
children with ASD only displayed deficits in discrimination of prosodic patterns at phrase or
sentence-level but not at word-level. Järvinen-Pasley and colleagues also found this pattern in
function-level tasks: children with ASD performed as well as TD controls on the turn-end task in
PEPS-C that uses single words with either rising or falling intonations but were significantly less
accurate in a subsequent grammatical intonation task that used sentences. A closer examination
of the findings regarding affective prosody comprehension reveals similar patterns. Six out of the
eight studies that reported null findings on affective prosody either used word stimuli (Grossman
et al., 2010; Singh & Harrow, 2014), short sentences such as “Way to go” or “You look
great”(Wang et al., 2006), pseudo-sentences (Brennand et al., 2011), or low-pass filtered
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sentences without semantic contents (Grossman et al., 2010). In contrast, all but two studies that
detected significant between-group differences mostly used full unfiltered sentences as stimuli
(Erwin et al., 1991; Golan et al., 2007; Hubbard et al., 2017; Lindner & Rosén, 2006; Rutherford
et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2013). Together, these findings suggest that receptive prosodic
deficits may only manifest in tasks that involve long linguistic units.
In addition to stimuli complexity, uneven task demands across studies could also explain
inconsistent findings in the reviewed studies. For example, task demands in the included studies
range from a forced-choice of two after listening to one word to identifying speakers’ emotional
state in full sentences while reporting back the number of times participants heard the letter T in
sentences. While the former type of task could mask important prosodic processing differences
due to ceiling effects, the latter likely assesses abilities beyond prosodic processing. These
drastic differences in task demands render it challenging to compare results directly across
studies.

2.4.3

Prosodic deficits in ASD as a function of sample characteristics
Another theme identified throughout this review is that receptive prosodic deficits may

only be evident in a subgroup of individuals with ASD. In Lyons et al. (2014), children with
ASD were further divided into a group with typical language functioning (ASD-Hi) and a group
with low language ability (ASD-Lo) based on their CELF-4 standard scores. Results reveal that
children in the ASD-Lo group performed significantly worse on receptive prosody tasks than
children in both ASD-Hi and TD groups. Similarly, Diehl and Paul (2012) only detected
significant differences between TD and ASD groups but not between children with ASD and
age, language, and cognitive-matched children with learning disabilities. These findings imply
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two important points. First, observed prosodic deficits could be an artifact of underlying
cognitive or language deficits in individuals with ASD. Indeed, a subset of the included studies
examined associations between receptive prosody and language or cognitive abilities and found
significant correlations between them. Second, prosodic deficits are not unique to the ASD
population. Studies that examine receptive prosody across clinical conditions could contribute
interesting insights into the underlying processes needed to successfully process prosody. For
instance, a study that compared age, receptive vocabulary, and cognitive-matched participants
with Williams Syndrome and intellectual disabilities found that children with WS showed
enhanced performance in affective prosody processing than children with intellectual disabilities
but both groups showed deficits in grammatical prosody processing tasks (Skwerer, Schofield,
Verbalis, Faja, & Tager-Flusberg, 2007). Future studies could compare children with ASD with
children with hearing loss, Williams Syndrome, or Specific Language Impairment to decipher
the impact of perceptual, linguistic, and cognitive abilities on the perception and comprehension
of various aspects and functions of prosody.

2.4.4

Resolving potential dissociation between form- and function-level prosody
Regarding the hypothesis that form-level auditory-perceptual discrimination ability is a

prerequisite for function-level linguistic processing ability, the combined findings from some
studies suggest a dissociation between form- and function-levels of receptive prosody ability (i.e.
impaired form-level ability and unimpaired function-level ability). However, as discussed above,
results from different studies are not directly comparable due to uneven stimuli complexity, task
demands, and sample characteristics. In the two studies that examined both form- and functionlevel of receptive prosody (Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008; Peppé et al., 2007) in similar samples of
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children with ASD, deficits at both levels were detected in children with ASD. Neither study
examined the relations between form- and function-level of receptive prosody.

2.4.5

Clinical implications
Although current evidence on prosody deficits in individuals with ASD did not illuminate

the relations between form- and function-level of receptive prosody in this population, several
studies did highlight that form-level of prosody ability should not be the only focus in prosody
intervention (Diehl & Paul, 2012; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008). Given that the ultimate goal of
speech-language intervention is to improve an individual’s functional social communication,
focusing predominantly on form-level auditory-perceptual discrimination ability presumably is
not sufficient to translate into functional gains. A comparison of form-level and function-level
tasks in PEPS-C illustrates this point. In form-level tasks, participants listened to pairs of lowpass filtered words and sentences and were asked to judge whether the pair sounds the same or
different. In contrast, in function-level tasks, participants listened to unfiltered sentences and
were asked to interpret the meanings of various prosodic patterns. Essentially, prosody has been
decontextualized in form-level tasks. In reality, prosody is always presented with linguistic
information and is often laden with social information. Therefore, even though one may start
with form-level discrimination training, it seems critical that prosodic patterns be taught in
functional tasks to improve interpretation of prosody in social communication.
To date, there has been no published study on intervention of receptive prosody deficits
in ASD. Diehl and Paul (2012) suggested that it might be helpful to develop interventions that
target expressive and receptive prosody simultaneously. For example, individuals with ASD
could be instructed to make prosodic changes in communicative or non-communicative ways as
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a strategy to help them focus their attention on meaningful changes in prosody and interpret
prosody in an interactive context.

2.4.6

Limitations and future directions
This reviewed identified several common limitations in the published studies to date that

examined receptive prosody in ASD. First, in several studies, the stimuli used in the task had not
been validated, which may have compromised the rigor of the experiments. For instance, as
reviewed above, one study (Brennand et al., 2011) used stimuli created by a previous study to
test affective prosody. Yet the stimuli used to indicate certain specific emotions (fearful) were
originally recorded to indicate different emotions (e.g. anxious) and were not validated by a
separate group of listeners. Second, ceiling effects were common in many studies, particularly in
the ones that used a binary forced-choice paradigm. Although one study argued that using a
binary choice reduces demands on auditory memory (Peppé et al., 2007), it also reduces the
ecological validity of the task and likely masks potential prosodic processing deficits in
individuals with ASD. Third, adequate group equivalence was not established in some studies. In
some studies, participants between groups have significantly different language or cognitive
functioning. Many studies did not report language or cognitive abilities of participants. On a
related note, in a few studies, the tasks used were loaded with language demands. For example,
in one study, participants were expected to understand vocabulary such as brooding and lured,
but participants’ comprehension of such vocabulary were not assessed beforehand. These
methodological limitations imply that observed prosody differences could be confounded with
language or cognitive deficits.
There are also several limitations to this systematic review in addition to varying degrees
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of methodological rigor in included primary studies. First, due to the scope of this paper, only
published articles were coded and summarized in this paper, which could lead to publication
bias. Additionally, the external validity of these results is compromised because all but four
included studies recruited high-functioning individuals with ASD. Thus, it remains unclear
whether trends observed in this review would generalize to a different subgroup of individuals
with ASD.
Finally, during the abstract screening phase of this systematic review, more than twenty
studies on receptive prosody in a non-English speakers were identified. Due to the scope and the
inclusion criteria of this review, those studies were excluded. However, given that prosodic
structures vary in different languages (Ohala, 1983), cross-linguistic studies on receptive prosody
in ASD may provide novel insights into the nature and the extent of prosodic deficits in this
population. For instance, in Mandarin, a unique linguistic device that serves similar functions as
prosodic cues in English is termed sentence-final particle (Sun, 2006). As its name suggests, this
device always appears at the end of an utterance and can serve grammatical, pragmatic, and
affective functions even though it does not add additional semantic content to the utterance. To
illustrate, the question marker, “ma” (吗), at the end of an sentence in combination with a rising
tone would indicate a question. “Ne” (呢), a different sentence-final particle, can be used to
either mark questions or can be used ic combination with various pitch contours to convey a
range of emotions, including affection, appreciation, surprise, or even sarcasm (Sun, 2006).
Studying perception of intonation contours and the comprehension of sentence-final particles in
Mandarin-speaking individuals with ASD could be an innovative attempt to test theories on
underlying mechanisms of receptive prosody.
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CHAPTER 3
3 The Perception and Comprehension of Prosody in Children with ASD
The Perception and Comprehension of Prosody in Children with ASD

3.1

Introduction
Language deficits are a common feature in children and adults with Autism Spectrum

Disorder (ASD)(Magiati et al., 2014) and are likely related to the core features of the disorder.
Pragmatic language, defined as the social use of language, stands at the intersection of the social
and language domains and could provide important insights into both social and language
deficits in ASD (Prutting, 1982; Tager-Flusberg, 1999). In particular, prosody, one crucial aspect
of pragmatic skills, is essential to social participation and interaction and, accordingly, is a
reasonable candidate for mechanistic studies designed to advance current understanding of social
and language impairments in ASD. Though structural language skills vary in this population,
individuals with ASD demonstrate significant difficulties with at least one aspect of prosody
(McCann & Peppé, 2003; McCann et al., 2007). Furthermore, prosodic deficits observed in this
population tend to persist and affect long-term social and communicative competence even when
other aspects of language improve (Paul, Shriberg, et al., 2005). These findings suggest that
accurate identification and effective interventions that target prosodic deficits are necessary to
improve long-term social and communication outcomes for individuals with ASD. This study
examined the perception and comprehension of prosody in children with ASD and associations
among receptive prosody and broader social communication skills.

3.1.1

Prosody and its significant role in language and communication
Spoken language conveys not only words and sentences but also a wide range of other
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information such as intonation, rhythm, stress, timing, tone, etc. These features are collectively
referred to as “prosody” and are defined as suprasegmental features of language because they can
span across multiple phonetic segments (Lehiste, 1970; Wagner & Watson, 2010). Given that in
English prosody generally does not have orthographic representation other than punctuations, the
terminology of prosody and the scope of the topic tend to vary across studies (Peppé, 2009; Xu,
2015). More recent studies of prosody have adopted the form vs. function theoretical framework
to investigate prosodic deficits in ASD (Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008; Peppé et al., 2007). In these
studies, the form level of prosody involves the ability to perceive and produce prosodic forms
(i.e. auditory discrimination and vocal imitation); whereas the function level requires the ability
to cognitively and linguistically process communicative functions that prosody serves in spoken
communication, including grammatical, semantic/pragmatic, and affective/emotional functions
(Crystal, 1986; McCann & Peppé, 2003; Paul et al., 2005).
Prosody contributes significantly to spoken language comprehension and successful
social communication (Cutler & Swinney, 1987; Frazier, Carlson, & Clifton, 2006; Mehler et al.,
1988; Paul et al., 2005). One of the most important functions of prosody is to enhance or
modulate information beyond the literal meaning of an utterance, such as speaker intention or
emotion (Couper-Kuhlen, 1986; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996). For instance, contrastive
pitch accent can be used by speakers to highlight information that’s new or important to
conversation partners (Selkirk, 1995; Watson, 2010). Intonation can be used to convey a
speaker’s general emotional state or even contradict the literal meaning of an utterance, as in the
case of sarcasm (Bolinger, 1982, 1983; Capelli, Nakagawa, & Madden, 1990). Given that social
communication involves not only exchanging the content of messages but also inferring the
intentions of others (Brothers, 1990), successful communication depends on one’s ability of
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perceive and comprehend subtle prosodic cues.

3.1.2

Prosodic deficits in ASD and their functional implications
Atypical prosody has been frequently identified in individuals with ASD and was among

one of the original features that Kanner described in his seminal paper (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013; Kanner, 1943; McCann & Peppé, 2003). Clinical descriptions of prosodic
deficits in ASD include flat, exaggerated, or “sing-song” intonation, and wide variation in
intensity (Peppé et al., 2007). A review paper (McCann & Peppé, 2003) revealed that individuals
with ASD present with a variety of deficits in both expressive and receptive modalities of
prosody, across all elements of prosody, and impacting various functions that prosody serves in
communication. Paul and colleagues examined both production and perception of a range of
prosodic elements in a group of children with ASD and found that participants with ASD
performed significantly worse than the TD control group in production and perception of stress
regardless of whether it was used to serve grammatical functions or pragmatic functions (Paul,
Augustyn, et al., 2005). Participants with ASD had significantly more utterances coded by
trained listeners as inappropriate across prosodic elements (Shriberg et al., 2001). Additionally,
naïve untrained listeners rated speech from individuals with ASD with a higher rate of awkward
rate, volume, and intonation (Bone, Black, Ramakrishna, Grossman, & Narayanan, 2015).
These prosodic deficits may pose tremendous barriers to language learning and everyday
social participation for children with ASD. Deficits in production or perception of prosody can
lead to communication breakdowns, negatively impact one’s social competence, and are
considered as one of the most significant challenges to social participation and integration
(McCann, Peppé, Gibbon, O’Hare, & Rutherford, 2007; Paul et al., 2005). The aforementioned
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finding that untrained listeners perceived speech from speakers with ASD as “awkward and odd”
highlights the stigmatizing effect of prosodic deficits on social acceptance of individuals with
ASD (Bone et al., 2015; Shriberg et al., 2001). Children with ASD are more likely to be
marginalized within the peer group (Pepler, Schroeder, Weiss, Cappadocia, & Bebko, 2014),
develop less friendships (Chamberlain, Kasari, & Rotheram-Fuller, 2007), and experience a
higher rate of bullying (Van Roekel, Scholte, & Didden, 2010).

3.1.3

The need to understand receptive prosody ability in children with ASD
The vast majority of existing research on prosody has primarily focused on expressive

abilities, leaving perception of prosody poorly understood (O’Connor, 2012). Existing studies
that examined receptive prosody have reported contradicting findings. As shown in the previous
chapter, conflicting evidence has been reported on both form- and function-levels of receptive
prosody in children with ASD. While some studies have reported that children with ASD
demonstrated difficulty in perception of prosodic forms and comprehension of contrastive pitch
accent, intonation, and lexical stress (Paul, Augustyn, et al., 2005; Peppé et al., 2007), other
studies have found that children with ASD perform similarly to typically developing peers when
detecting affects from intonation (Grossman et al., 2010), disambiguating words based on lexical
stress, and deciding whether a sentence is a statement or a question based on intonation contours
(Chevallier et al., 2009).
Given the likelihood of language impairments in children with ASD, it is important to
consider the linguistic demands of tasks used to measure perception or comprehension of
prosody in ASD. The majority of previous studies in this area used behavioral protocols where
participants were expected to comprehend instructions and follow specific prompts to
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demonstrate their ability to perceive and comprehend prosodic cues in linguistic tasks. However,
these tasks rely on participants’ language comprehension and metalinguistic knowledge (e.g.
understanding the difference between a sentence and a question) in addition to the ability to
perceive and comprehend prosodic cues. These approaches also depend on participants’ ability to
respond consistently to task instructions, which can be challenging for children with ASD
(Hudry et al., 2010). Thus, there is a need for studies that use objective measures to further
current understanding of receptive prosodic ability in children with ASD.

3.1.4

Using eye-tracking to measure receptive prosody
The visual-world paradigm (VWP) has emerged to be a powerful approach for

investigating spoken language processing in typically developing individuals (Huettig,
Rommers, & Meyer, 2011; Tanenhaus et al., 1995). In a typical VWP task, participants looks as
an experimental display as they hear an utterance that either instructs them to locate a target item
(e.g. “Look at the cat”) or describes or comment upon a scene (e.g. “The boy will move the
cake”). The utterance or the display can be manipulated and participants’ eye movements are
analyzed to understand the impact of the experimental manipulation on participants’ real-time
language comprehension. Previous studies have used VWP to study various aspects of spoken
language comprehension, including speech perception, syntactic processing, and pragmatic
inferencing (Huettig et al., 2011).
Using VWP as a task to measure prosody processing has several advantages over other
existing behavioral paradigms. First, this task presents relatively low task demands and only
requires that participants look at a target item in a display as they hear the item. Second, it
provides continuous information about a participant’s linguistic processing and thus can be used
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to not only examine whether a participant comprehends a linguistic stimulus but also how a
linguistic stimulus is processed. Finally, previous studies have found that fine-grained acoustic
information can affect speed of linguistic processing in this paradigm (Huettig et al., 2011;
Meyer & Damian, 2007).
Despite its potential to be used as a novel objective method to study the impact of subtle
prosodic cues in the speech signal on linguistic processing in both typical and clinical
populations, to date, only one study has used a VWP task to examine comprehension of
grammatical prosody in children with ASD (Diehl et al., 2015). In this study, four groups of
children (TD and ASD groups each with two age subgroups, children and teens) were told that
they would play a game about following instructions. Participants then listened to syntactically
ambiguous commands (e.g. “You can feel the frog with the feather”). The prosody of these
commands were manipulated by either placing a prosodic boundary cue (i.e. pause and boundary
intonation) before the first noun phrase (e.g. “You can feel // the frog with the feather”) or before
the prepositional phrase (e.g. “You can feel the frog // with the feather”). The results indicated
that children with ASD were able to use grammatical prosodic cues to parse sentences but had
difficulty overriding learned expectations when prosodic pattern changes. This performance
pattern was only evident in the younger group (7- to 12-year-olds), which may reflect immature
executive function, specifically cognitive flexibility, more so than global receptive prosody
deficits.

3.1.5

Rationale for focusing on contrastive pitch accent in ASD
Contrastive pitch accent is used to mark a word as prominent (Pierrehumbert &

Hirschberg, 1990) and is acoustically associated with longer duration, greater amplitude, and
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pitch movement on the stressed syllable (Watson, Gunlogson, & Tanenhaus, 2006). It is often
used to direct listener’s attention to a salient information in a discourse context or to contrast a
piece of information with possible alternatives (Bolinger, 1961, 1972; Pierrehumbert, 1980).
This study focuses on perception of contrastive pitch accent for two reasons. First, previous
studies have suggested that contrastive pitch accent may be a specific area of deficit for children
with ASD (Paul, Augustyn, et al., 2005; Peppé et al., 2007; Simmons & Baltaxe, 1975);
however, these studies did not use an objective approach to help overcome potential linguistic or
cognitive task demands. Second, the ability to perceive and comprehend an contrastive pitch
accent is essential for social communication. It has been considered as a semantic or pragmatic
aspect of prosody because speakers often use contrastive pitch accent to convey or infer subtle
information beyond a sentence’s literal meaning (Peppé, 2009). Because prosody is a complex
acoustic and linguistic phenomenon that serves various functions in communication, isolating
one aspect of prosody and assessing it in a controlled setting could provide a window into
disruptions in perception of prosody in ASD. Given the key role of contrastive pitch accent in
social communication, focusing on contrastive pitch accent could serve as a first step to fill
existing gaps in prosody research in ASD.
Previous work on contrastive pitch accent understanding in TD children has consistently
demonstrated that contrastive pitch accent, when used contextually appropriately, can facilitate
listeners’ comprehension and accelerate their visual search for a target referent. This effect has
been termed as an anticipatory effect of contrastive pitch accent (Ito & Speer, 2008). In contrast,
contextually inappropriate use of contrastive pitch accent has been found to mislead listener’s
processing and delay their referent search, which has been also termed as a garden-path effect
(Arnold, 2008; Dahan et al., 2002; Ito & Speer, 2008). Ito and colleagues investigated children’s
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ability to perceive and comprehend contrastive pitch accent in a VWP task and found that TD
children demonstrated both the facilitative effect and garden-path effect when listening to
sentences with manipulated contrastive pitch accents (Ito et al., 2014). These results indicate that
typically developing children can rapidly perceive and comprehend the semantics of contrastive
pitch accent during spoken language processing.

3.1.6

The goals of this study
In the present study, our goals were to first compare the perception and comprehension of

contrastive pitch accent using an eye-tracking task in TD children and children with ASD and
then investigate associations between eye-tracking task-related measures of contrastive pitch
accent comprehension and more clinically-oriented measures of broader social communication
skills within the ASD sample.
Specifically, this study was guided by two research questions:
1. Are children with ASD less likely to comprehend the semantics of contrastive pitch
accent during spoken language comprehension than TD children as measured by an eyetracking visual-world task?
2. Are visual-world task-related measures of the comprehension of contrastive pitch accent
within the ASD group related to clinical measures of their receptive prosody ability,
pragmatic language ability, social communication functioning, and ASD symptom
severity?

3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Overview of study design
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The Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board approved the study protocol.
Parental consent and the child’s assent were obtained for all study procedures. Twenty-four TD
children and 18 children with ASD between 8 and 14 years who met inclusion criteria
participated in two experimental tasks. The first task was an AX same-different task (Gerrits &
Schouten, 2004) designed to assess participants’ ability to perceive and discriminate contrastive
pitch accent forms. The second task was an eye-tracking VWP task (Tanenhaus et al., 1995)
adapted to assess participants’ ability to comprehend the contrastive semantics of contrastive
pitch accent. Participants were also tested on a battery of clinical assessments on receptive
prosody, pragmatic language, social communication, and ASD symptom severity to investigate
relations between participants’ ability to process contrastive pitch accent during online spoken
language comprehension and broader skills.

3.2.2

Participants
Forty-eight children between 8 and 14 were recruited (NTD = 24, NASD = 24). The

inclusion criteria for TD children are as follows: a) native English speaker; and b) no existing
diagnosis of neurological, hearing, visual, or cognitive impairment. For children with ASD,
diagnoses were confirmed using the Autism Diagnostic Observational Schedule – Second
Edition (ADOS-2; Lord et al., 2012). Children with ASD were eligible for this study if they have
a confirmed diagnosis of ASD, an Intelligence Quotient (IQ) of above 70 according to the
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale – Fifth Edition (SB-5; Roid, 2003), and no existing diagnosis
of hearing or visual impairment. Six participants with ASD were excluded because they did not
meet the cognitive criterion.
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Participants in both groups were matched on age, overall IQ, non-verbal IQ, and verbal
IQ. Participants’ language abilities were measured using the Clinical Evaluations of Language
Fundamentals – Fifth Edition (CELF-5; (Wiig, Semel, & Secord, 2013). Additional descriptive
characteristics of the participants are available in Table 8.

Table 8. Mean (and SD) of demographic and clinical measures for the ASD and the TD
groups
TD

ASD

p

Age (M, SD)

11.61 (1.97)

11.04 (1.92)

.35

IQ (M, SD)

106.61 (11.21)

100.83 (14.44)

.15

NVIQa (M, SD)

11.26 (2.87)

10.28 (2.42)

.25

VIQb (M, SD)

10.96 (1.55)

10.00 (3.50)

.24

108.04 (12.96)

91.67 (15.65)

<.001***

Languagec (M, SD)

Note: a NVIQ = non-verbal IQ measured by Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale – Fifth Edition
(SB-5; Roid et al., 2013); bVIQ = verbal IQ measured by SB-5; c Language measured by Clinical
Evaluation of Language Fundamentals – Fifth Edition (CELF-5; Wiig et al., 2013).

3.2.3

Assessment Measures
Profiling Elements of Prosody in Speech – Communication (PEPS-C). The PEPS-C

(Peppé & McCann, 2003) is a semi-standardized computerized prosody assessment. It consists of
14 tasks with seven receptive tasks and seven expressive tasks. Each subtest contains 16 items.
The authors of the PEPS-C suggest that a subtest score above 12 (75%) indicates that a
participant reached competence level in a subtest. Two scores from the PEPS-C were used in this
study: Contrastive Pitch Accent Understanding subtest score and receptive prosody composite.
Because both the visual-world task-related measures and the Contrastive Pitch Accent
Understanding were conceptualized to measure the same construct, we used the Contrastive
Pitch Accent Understanding to confirm the construct validity of the visual-world task-related
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measures before assessing relations between visual-world task related measures and clinical
measures. Additionally, receptive prosody composite from the PEPS-C, which is the sum of all
receptive subtests and represents comprehension of all aspects of prosody including but not
limited to contrastive pitch accent, was used as an index of participants’ overall receptive
prosody ability.
Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals - Fifth Edition Metalinguistics
(CELF-5 Metalinguistics). The CELF-5 Metalinguistics (Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 2014) is a
standardized test that assesses participants’ ability to make inferences, engage in discourses, and
understand ambiguous or figurative language. Participants’ performance on the Making
Inferences and Conversational Skills subtests can be used to derive a Meta-Pragmatic Index
score, which was used as a measure of participants’ pragmatic language ability.
Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS). The SRS (Constantino, 2012) is a parent-reported
measure with a 0 - 3 Likert scale, designed to identify the presence and measure severity of
social deficits in both the general population and clinical settings. The score from Social
Communication Subscale was used as a measure of participants’ social communication skills.
Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale, Second Edition (ADOS-2). The ADOS-2 (Lord
et al., 2012) is a standardized observational measure used to elicit the behaviors that are
characteristic of ASD in a standardized setting. Total score from the ADOS-2 logarithm was
used as a measure for ASD symptom severity for children in the ASD group.

3.2.4

Experimental tasks
AX same-different discrimination task. We adapted an AX same-different

discrimination task as a control task (Gerrits & Schouten, 2004) to confirm that participants in
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this study meet the auditory-perceptual prerequisite before assessing high-level prosody
processing ability. This task was programmed and implemented using the PsychoPy software
packages (Peirce, 2007, 2008). Participants listened to 16 test trials with two acoustic stimuli and
be instructed to press two keys on the computer keyboard to indicate whether two acoustic
stimuli are the same or different. All acoustic stimuli follow the same structure: “the” + adjective
+ noun (e.g. the sunny morning, the hot summer). Each pair contains the same phrases but the
prenominal adjective was manipulated so that 8 trials had a pair with identical contrastive pitch
accent patterns (e.g. the SUNNY morning and the SUNNY morning, capitalized words denoting
the presence of a contrastive pitch accent.) and 8 trials had a pair with different patterns (e.g. the
SUNNY morning vs. the sunny morning). Participants were provided with two examples and
four practice trials before test trials. Participants’ accuracy score was used as a measure of their
ability to discriminate contrastive pitch accent. Participants in both groups reached an accuracy
rate of 100%, indicating that participants with ASD are able to detect the presence or absence of
contrastive pitch accent on words as well as TD participants.
Eye-tracking visual-world task. To assess participants’ ability to comprehend
contrastive pitch accent during online spoken language processing, we adapted a visual-world
paradigm from Ito et al. (2014). The visual-world paradigm (VWP) is an established technique in
psycholinguistics to study language processing (Tanenhaus et al., 1995). In a typical VWP task,
participants look at visual scenes and listen to spoken language containing references to objects
in the scene. In our task, participants watched a 19-minute video with a total of 72 trials. Each
trial in this paradigm consists of one visual scene and two sentences (see
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Figure 2 for an example). On each trial, each participant was instructed to look at two
items in two sentences. The assignment of contrastive pitch accent in the instructions was
manipulated to create either appropriate or inappropriate contexts for contrastive pitch accents.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram for a sample trial in the visual-world task

Visual stimuli. The visual stimuli consist of 72 static slides. The 72 test trials were
prepared by combining 12 unique items from 6 categories (i.e. clothing items, household items,
animals, furniture, office supplies, and fruit & vegetables) in four colors. Each slide was divided
into six cells and each cell contains one unique item in three colors (see
Figure 2 for an example). The six items on each slide are always drawn from the same
category. Items were carefully chosen to avoid any items that associate with high autism interest
(Sasson, Dichter, & Bodfish, 2012; Sasson, Turner-Brown, Holtzclaw, Lam, & Bodfish, 2008) as
these items may bias attention in the ASD group over and above the effect of the experimental
conditions. Item images were first tested in a pilot study with children and adults who did not
take part in this study to confirm that selected images are recognizable and familiar to
participants. In the pilot study, six children between 8 and 14 were shown all selected images and
were asked to name each one. Only images that were correctly labeled by all participants were
included in the task. The combination of items, colors, and positions were counterbalanced so
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that the number of appearance for each item, each color, and each of the six positions within a
slide were the same across the entire set of stimuli design.
Auditory stimuli. The auditory stimuli were recorded by a female native speaker of
Standard American English at 44.1 KHz using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 1992-2017). The
auditory stimuli for each trial consist of a pair of sentences: the context sentence and the target
sentence. The context sentence always contains a prenominal adjective with a neutral accent,
whereas the pronominal adjective in the target question was either assigned a contrastive pitch
accent or a neutral accent. Acoustic analyses confirmed that accented prenominal adjectives
correspond to significantly longer duration (Mcontrastive = 475.08 ms, Mneutral = 282.66 ms , p
< .001), higher F0 mean peak (Mcontrastive = 228 Hz, Mneutral = 166 Hz , p < .001), and higher F0
peak (Mcontrastive = 306 Hz, Mneutral = 187 Hz , p < .001) than neutral adjectives. The Tone and
Break Index coding of recorded stimuli also confirmed that prenominal adjectives with
contrastive pitch accents correspond to a L+H* annotation and prenominal adjectives that are not
accented correspond to an H* annotation (Watson, Tanenhaus, & Gunlogson, 2008).
Once recorded, the sentences were edited so that the pre-target material (i.e. “Look at
the”) and the target material (i.e. prenominal adjective and noun) were spliced out of their
original context to create critical sentences. The same pre-target material was used across
conditions for each target item. This step was necessary to ensure that any visual search patterns
detected in this paradigm were solely due to the difference in contrastive pitch accent patterns.
Experimental conditions. This task has four critical conditions and one filler condition as
follows: Appropriate-Accented (A), Appropriate-Neutral (B) , Inappropriate-Accented (C), and
Inappropriate-Neutral (D), and Filler (F; see
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Table 9 for all conditions and examples of sentences). In two critical conditions A and C,
a contrastive pitch accent was assigned to the adjective in the target sentence, whereas no
contrastive pitch accent was assigned to the adjectives in the target sentence in control conditions
B and D. The filler trials were included to avoid participants’ anticipation of the pitch accent
patterns. The 72 test trials consist of 36 critical trials with nine critical trials for each condition
for each participants and 36 filler trials. Half of the items in each of six categories were randomly
selected and assigned as targets in filler trials. The assignment of the rest 36 items to four critical
conditions was counterbalanced across four lists using a Latin Square design. Every list
contained 72 unique items. The order of the trials was randomized in creating each list but was
fixed for every use of that list. Participants were randomly assigned to view one of four
presentation lists.
The key comparisons of interest are condition A vs. B and condition C vs. D. Both
conditions A and B contain the same noun across the context sentence and the target sentence,
creating an appropriate context to use contrastive pitch accents in condition A. An anticipatory
effect would be present if participants look at the target item faster in condition A compared to
B. Both conditions C and D contain different nouns across two sentences, creating an
inappropriate context to use a contrastive pitch accent in condition C. A garden-path effect
would be present if participants look at the target item slower or look at the competitor item (i.e.
the incorrect item primed by the inappropriate use of a contrastive pitch accent) faster in
condition C compared to condition D.
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Table 9. Visual-world task conditions, with capitalized words denoting the presence of
contrastive pitch accent
Condition

Example of a context sentence

Example of a target sentence

A. Appropriate-Accented
B. Appropriate-Neutral

Look at the red pumpkin
Look at the red pumpkin

Now look at the GREEN pumpkin
Now look at the green pumpkin

C. Inappropriate-Accented

Look at the red grapes

Now look at the GREEN pumpkin

D. Inappropriate-Neutral

Look at the red grapes

Now look at the green pumpkin

F. Filler

Look at the blue cherries

Now look at the yellow carrot

Procedure. For the visual-world task, participants sat in front of a Tobii X2 eye-tracker
monitor and a set of speakers. Their eyes were first calibrated using the Tobii Clear View 5-point
calibration program. They were then instructed to look at pictures while listening to sentences
that would ask them to look for specific items in each picture. Participants’ eye movements
during the task will be sampled at 60 Hz.
Data preparation. A 250 x 250 pixels square around each target item was used as the
target area of interest (AOI). Participants’ eye movement data at each time sample was coded as
either 1 (on) or 0 (off) for each given AOI. The analysis window was decided a priori as a 1200ms time window, beginning 300 ms after the onset of the prenominal adjective in the target
sentence, This window was offset by 300 ms because programming and executing an eye
movement typically takes 200 ms in adults and 300 ms in children (Arnold, 2008; Hallet, 1986).
Statistical analysis. For the first research question, preliminary analyses were first
completed to confirm the feasibility of the VWP task. Then, mixed-effect logistic regression
models were used to examine the comprehension of contrastive pitch accent in TD participants
and participants with ASD. This approach was used because it accommodates to both binomially
distributed fixation data and also accounts for the clustered nature of observations from visualworld paradigm (e.g. trials nested in subjects and items) (Barr, 2008; Jaeger, 2008). The
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dependent variable in all mixed-effect logistic regression models were binary fixation responses
(i.e. yes or no) to the correct target or the incorrect competitor during the 300ms to 1500 ms
analysis window post target adjective onset. This 1200-ms time window includes 72 equally
spaced, 16.67 ms (given a sampling rate of 60Hz from Tobii X2 eye-tracker) time points of
binary data that indicate whether or not a participant was fixating on the target or competitor
during that time point. All statistical models included crossed random intercepts and slopes for
participants and items which allow estimates of subject and item variability in addition to fixed
effects of condition and/or group (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).
Additionally, given that a significant difference was detected between diagnostic groups
on participants’ language ability. Two sets of post-hoc analyses were conducted for Research
Question 1 to understand the impact of language on comprehension of contrastive pitch accent.
First, a mixed-effect logistic regression model with language and conditions as fixed effect, their
interaction, and crossed random effects of subject and item was conducted to examine the impact
of language on online processing of contrastive pitch accent continuously. Additionally,
subgroup analyses comparisons were performed by assigning children in the ASD group into two
subgroups using a cutoff of a score greater than 1 standard deviation below the mean on the
CELF-5: children with a standard score lower than 85 were placed in the ASD with language
impairment group (ASD+LI; N = 11) and those with a score of 85 or above were placed in the
ASD with typical language group (ASD+TL; N = 7). Participants’ fixation patterns in the TD
group and the two ASD language subgroups were examined visually and tested statistically in
mixed-effect logistic regression models.
For the second research question, before testing relations between individual differences
in the visual-world task performance, correlation analyses were conducted between visual-world
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task-related measures and relevant clinical measures to confirm the construct validity of visualworld task-related measures. Two task-related measures of contrastive pitch accent processing
and one measure of general language processing were derived from the visual-world task as
follows: a) contrastive pitch accent comprehension (random by-participant slopes from mixedeffect logistic regression models), b) speed of contrastive pitch accent processing (latency of
first fixation in condition C - i.e. inappropriate-accented), and c) speed of general linguistic
processing (latency of first fixation in condition D - i.e. inappropriate-neutral). These three taskrelated measures were respectively correlated with the Contrastive Pitch Accent Understanding
subtest from PEPS-C and a clinical measure of language ability (i.e. standard score from the
CELF-5 language assessment) within the ASD group to provide a test of the construct validity of
the visual-world task-related measures. Additionally, correlation analyses were conducted to
examine the associations between these three task-related measures and four clinical measures:
a) receptive prosody as measured by the receptive prosody composite from PEPS-C; b)
pragmatic language as measured by the Meta-Pragmatic Index from CELF-5 Metalinguistics; c)
social communication as measured by the Social Communication Subscale from SRS; and d)
ASD symptom severity as measured by the total score from ADOS-2.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Research question 1

3.3.1.1 Feasibility
Data cleaning and data loss. To confirm feasibility of using visual-world paradigm to
test prosody processing in children with ASD, data loss during analysis window were analyzed
first. For some timepoint samples, the eye tracker may not be able to capture eye movement
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either due to blinks or excessive movements. On average, percentage of tracked sample was 90%
for TD participants and 87% for participants with ASD. Percentage of tracked sample during the
analysis window did not differ across conditions (p = .56) or groups (p = .98). These results
confirmed that this paradigm provided sufficient data to assess comprehension of contrastive
pitch accent in TD participants and participants with ASD.
In addition, given that context sentences were embedded in each trial to create either an
appropriate or inappropriate context for contrastive pitch accent in target sentences, a trial where
a participant looked at the target item yet failed to look at the context item does not provide
meaningful information regarding participants’ comprehension of contrastive pitch accent. Thus,
we excluded trials where participants failed to look at the context item following the onset of the
prenominal adjective. This step removed 29 trials out of 1,728 trials from TD participants (2%)
and 80 trials out of 1,296 trials from participants with ASD (6%). In the final analysis sample, on
average, each TD participant contributed 71 trials whereas each participant with ASD
contributed 68 trials.
Demonstration of comprehension of contrastive pitch accent in TD participants.
Before assessing group differences, we first examined comprehension of contrastive pitch accent
in TD participants. In previous studies (Ito, Bibyk, Wagner, & Speer, 2013; Ito & Speer, 2008),
comprehension of contrastive pitch accent was demonstrated by two effects: anticipatory effects,
where an appropriate use of a contrastive pitch accent accelerates participants’ visual search for
the correct target item, and garden-path effects, where an inappropriate use of a contrastive pitch
accent misleads participants’ visual search so that they increase their looks to the incorrect
competitor item and delays their looks to the correct item.
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Participants’ fixation proportion to the target AOI during the target sentence were binned
in time bins of 100 ms and then presented graphically in continuous time course. Figure 3-5
depict participants’ fixation proportions to target item in conditions C and D with an
inappropriate context for contrastive pitch accents (
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Figure 3), competitor item in conditions C and D (
Figure 4), and target item in conditions A and B which presents an appropriate context
for contrastive pitch accent (
Figure 5). In both
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Figure 3 and
Figure 4, a clear separation was observed between two lines during the analysis window,
which indicates a robust garden-path effect in TD participants. When participants heard an
inappropriately placed contrastive pitch accent in condition C, their fixations to the competitor
increased and their fixations to the target was delayed. The results of mixed-effect logistic
regression confirmed the garden-path effect in TD participants. Two separate models were fitted
with a fixed effect of condition and crossed random effects of subjects and items to predict
participants’ fixations to the target or competitor. A significant fixed effect of condition in both
models confirmed the delayed fixation toward the target (β = 0.76, SE = 0.24, Wald’s z = 3.01, p
=.002) and the increased fixation toward the competitor (β = -1.03, SE = 0.26, Wald’s z = -3.89,
p < .001) in condition C compared to D. The odds of looking at the correct target was 53% times
less (odds ratio = 0.47, 95% CI: [0.29, 0.76]) in condition C when a contrastive pitch accent was
presented in an inappropriate context compared to the neutral condition D than in. The odds of
looking at the incorrect competitor was 186% times (odds ratio = 2.86, 95% CI: [1.64, 4.76])
greater in condition C than condition D.
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Figure 3. Mean fixation proportion to the correct target in conditions C (Inappropriate –
Accented) and D (Inappropriate – Neutral) in TD participants

Note: The vertical lines indicate the analysis time window.

Figure 4. Mean fixation proportion to the incorrect competitor in conditions C
(Inappropriate – Accented) and D (Inappropriate – Neutral) in TD participants

Note: The vertical lines indicate the analysis time window.
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In contrast, we did not detect an anticipatory effect in TD participants. As shown in
Figure 5, participants’ fixations to the target in conditions A and B align with each other
and did not differ significantly based on condition in a mixed-effect logistic regression model (β
= .02, SE = .2 , Wald’s z = .09, p = .93). Given that we replicated only the garden path effect but
not the anticipatory effect of contrastive pitch accent using this paradigm, these findings support
limiting the use of this paradigm for the comparison of ASD to TD to analyses of the garden
patch effect as an objective and dimensional measure of comprehension of contrastive pitch
accent in participants with ASD.
Figure 5. Mean fixation proportion to the correct target in conditions A (Appropriate –
Accented) and B (Appropriate – Neutral) in TD participants

Note: The vertical lines indicate the analysis time window.
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Fixations to context Item in TD participants. Finally, as a control analysis,
participants’ looks to context items during the response window of the context sentence were
analyzed. Given that the context sentences in all conditions were not manipulated and contain
neutral accented adjectives, participants’ looks to context items should not differ. As shown in
Figure 6, participants’ looks to context items in during the context response window in all
four conditions align with each other and did not differ significantly based on condition (p = .67).

Figure 6. Mean fixation proportion to context items in all four conditions (A, B, C, D) in
TD participants

Note: The vertical lines indicate the analysis time window.

3.3.1.2 Between-group comparison in comprehension of contrastive pitch accent
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Figure 7 and
Figure 8 depict the mean fixation proportions to target (
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Figure 7) and competitor item (
Figure 8) in conditions C and D for both TD and ASD groups. In both graphs, a clear separation
was observed between the solid line and the dashed line during the analysis window for both
groups, indicating a robust garden-path effect in both groups. In both groups, participant
fixations to targets started rising later in condition C (fixations following the contextinappropriate prosodic cue) compared to condition D (fixations following a neutral sentence
cue). Participants’ fixations to competitor items followed the opposite pattern: fixations to
competitor items started rising around 300 ms post target adjective onset in condition C. These
early steep increases in fixations to the competitor item suggest that participants immediately
comprehend the semantics of contrastive pitch accent on a prenominal adjective and anticipated
the next item to be the same item as the context item they just heard before they received and
processed the noun information that specified the correct target item.
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Figure 7. Mean fixation proportion to the correct target in conditions C (Inappropriate –
Accented) and D (Inappropriate – Neutral) in TD participants and participants with ASD

Note: The vertical lines indicate the analysis time window.

Figure 8. Mean fixation proportion to the incorrect competitor in conditions C
(Inappropriate – Accented) and D (Inappropriate – Neutral) in TD participants and
participants with ASD

Note: The vertical lines indicate the analysis time window.
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Statistical analyses were conducted using two mixed-effect logistic regression models
that include a fixed effect of group, a fixed effect of condition, their interaction, and crossed
random effects of subjects and items. Results from both models showed a significant effect of
condition with no significant group effect or group  condition interaction (Table 10).
Table 10. Summary of mixed-effect logistic regression analyses (fixed effects only) for
binary fixation response to target data and for binary fixation response to competitor data
Binary fixations to target

Binary fixations to competitor

Variable
Estimate

SE

z

p

Estimate

SE

z

p

(Intercept)

-2.20

.22

-10.17

<.001***

-2.37

.25

-9.45

<.001***

Group

-0.32

.17

-1.89

.06

.02

.20

.09

.93

Condition

0.52

.21

2.51

.01*

-1.11

.26

-4.25

<.001***

Group  Condition

.22

.19

1.19

.24

-.05

.27

-.18

.86

Note: * p <. 05, *** p <. 001

3.3.1.3 Relation of visual-world task performance and language ability
Given the significant difference in language ability between TD and ASD groups, we
conducted post-hoc analyses to examine the impact of language ability on comprehension of
contrastive pitch accent as measured in the visual-world task. Two sets of analyses were
conducted. First, we fit a mixed-effect model with language and conditions as fixed effect, their
interaction, and crossed random effects of subject and item. Results revealed a significant fixed
effect of language (β = .01, SE = .00, Wald’s z = 1.95, p =.05), a significant fixed effect of
condition (β = .24, SE = .12, Wald’s z = 2.03, p = .04), with no interaction (p = .51).
Additionally, subgroup analyses were conducted by submitting subgroup membership
and conditions as fixed effects, their interaction, and crossed random effects of subject and item.
As shown in
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Figure 9, children in all three subgroups demonstrated a robust garden-path effect of
contrastive pitch accent by displaying a clear separation between the two lines for conditions C
and D. In addition, there is an apparent difference in the slope of the change in fixation
proportion over time between the three groups (TD > ASD+ TL > ASD+ LI). Post-hoc analyses
using binary fixation to target as the dependent measure revealed a significant pairwise contrast
only between TD and ASD+LI groups (β = .-.47, SE = .16, Wald’s z = -2.89, p = .004), but not
between TD and ASD+TL (p = .17) or between the two ASD subgroups (p =.12). When
translated into odds ratio, these results indicate that participants with ASD with LI is associated
with a lower odds of looking at target than TD participants (odds ratio = .625). While
participants with ASD with typical language is also associated with a lower odds of looking at
target (odds ratio = .83), this difference is not statistically significant.
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Figure 9. Mean fixation proportion to the target item in conditions C and D for the TD
group, the ASD+TL subgroup, and the ASD+LI subgroup

Note: The vertical lines indicate the analysis time window. A wider analysis window from 300 to
2000 ms was used for this analysis to accommodate the processing speed in children in the
ASD+LI group.

3.3.2

Research question 2

3.3.2.1 Construct validity of visual-world task-related measures
Three task-related measures were selected from the visual-world task: a) contrastive pitch
accent comprehension (random by-participant slopes); b) speed of contrastive pitch accent
processing (latency of first fixation in condition C - i.e. inappropriate-accented), and c) speed of
general linguistic processing (latency of first fixation in condition D - i.e. inappropriate-neutral).
To examine the construct validity of these three task-related measures, correlation analyses were
conducted to measure the association between these task-related measures with the Contrastive
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Pitch Accent Understanding subtest scores from the PEPS-C and the CELF-5 standard score
within the ASD group. As shown in Table 11, the task-related contrastive pitch accent
comprehension measure did not correlate with either the specific measure of prosody perception
(PEPS-C subtest) or the general measure of language ability (CELF-5). In contrast, a significant
and differential pattern of associations was found for the two speed of performance measures.
The task-related measure of speed of contrastive pitch accent processing was significantly
correlated with the Contrastive Pitch Accent Understanding subtest but not language measured
by CELF-5. The opposite pattern of associations was found for the task-related measure of speed
of general linguistic processing (significant correlation with language, but not the specific
measure of prosody perception).

Table 11. Correlations of visual-world task-related measures and standardized test
measures of contrastive pitch accent understanding and language in the ASD group
Construct

Comprehension of CPA

Speed of CPA processing

Measure

Random By-Participant
Slope
r
p

Latency of First Fixation to
Target in Condition C
r
p

PEPS-C CPA
Understanding
Subtest
Language (CELF-5
SS)

Speed of General
Linguistic Processing
Latency of First Fixation to
Target in Condition D
r
p

-.18

.47

-.33*

.03

-.22

.16

.13

.56

-.22

.16

-.32*

.04

Note. CPA = Contrastive Pitch Accent; *p <.05.

3.3.2.2 Relations between visual-world task-related measures and clinical measures in
ASD
Correlation analyses were conducted within the ASD group to examine the relation
between task-related measures (comprehension of pitch accent, speed of processing of pitch
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accent, speed of processing of linguistic cues) and clinical measures of impairment in ASD,
including: a) receptive prosody (receptive prosody composite from PEPS-C); b) pragmatic
language ability (CELF-5 Metalinguistic Meta-Pragmatic Index); c) social communication
impairment (Social Responsiveness Scale); and d) ASD overall symptom severity (ADOS-2
Total Score). As shown in Table 12, significant correlations between visual-world task measures
and clinical measures were only found for the two task-related speed of processing measures. No
significant correlations were found between the task-related comprehension of pitch accent
measure and the clinical measures. Pragmatic language ability was significantly correlated with
both specific (contrastive pitch accent) and general (linguistic cues) task-related speed of
performance measures. Autism severity was significantly correlated with only the task-related
speed of pitch accent performance.

Table 12. Correlations of visual-world task-related measures and standardized test
measures of clinical impairment for the ASD group
Construct
Measure

PEPS-C Receptive
Prosody Composite

Comprehension of
CPA
Random ByParticipant Slope
r
p

Speed of CPA
processing
Latency of First Fixation
to Target in Condition C
r
p

Speed of General
Linguistic Processing
Latency of First Fixation
to Target in Condition D
r
p

.15

.56

-.21

.18

-.15

.34

-.09

.74

-.34*

.02

-.40**

.008

-.02

.95

-.02

.93

.18

.47

ASD symptom severity
.01
.98
.62**
(ADOS-2 Total Score)
Note. CPA = Contrastive Pitch Accent; *p <.05; **p<.01.

.006

-.08

.76

Pragmatic Language
(CELF-5
Metalinguistic MetaPragmatic Index)
Social Communication
(SRS Communication)
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3.4
3.4.1

Discussion
Summary of findings
Our findings provide evidence that the visual-world paradigm is a feasible and valid

approach for measuring comprehension of specific prosodic cues (i.e. contrastive pitch accent) in
children with ASD. We found evidence that our sample of children with ASD can perceive
contrastive pitch accents on an acoustic-perceptual level (AX task) and also can demonstrate
comprehension of the semantic content of contrastive pitch accent during spoken language
comprehension (visual-world task). We did not find evidence for significant differences between
the ASD and TD groups in participant’s ability to comprehend contrastive pitch accent.
However, the results of post-hoc analyses indicated that the subgroup of children with ASD and
comorbid language impairments demonstrated adequate comprehension of pitch accent cues but
were slower in their processing of both contrastive pitch accent specific and general linguistic
cues relative to children with ASD with typical language ability. In line with this, we also found
that only speed-related performance measures from the visual-world task correlated significantly
with measures of clinical impairment in participants with ASD.
One key finding that emerged is that children with ASD in this study were found to be
sensitive to contrastive pitch accent as evidenced by a robust garden-path effect. To our
knowledge, four previous studies have examined comprehension of contrastive pitch accent in
ASD (Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008; Lyons et al., 2014; McCann et al., 2007; Paul, Augustyn, et
al., 2005). Our finding is consistent with Järvinen-Pasley et al. (2008), McCann et al. (2007), and
Lyons et al. (2014) but inconsistent with Paul et al. (2005). Both Järvinen-Pasley et al. (2008)
and McCann et al. (2007) used Contrastive Pitch Accent Understanding subtest from PEPS-C
and reported no significant differences between diagnostic groups. The divergence between our
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study and Paul et al. (2005) could be explained by methodological differences. Paul and
colleagues presented participants with pairs of sentences on paper (e.g. “Do you want vanilla?”
and “Do you want chocolate cake?”) and asked participants to listen to another sentence on the
tape (e.g. “I want CHOCOLATE ice-cream”). Participants were asked to check off the sentence
that should come before the one they just heard. Given that this task involves longer and more
complicated instructions than the visual-world paradigm, the differences observed groups may be
driven by either poor language comprehension, poor auditory memory, or cognitive deficits in
children with ASD.
Our findings most closely aligned with findings reported by Lyon et al. (2014). In Lyons
and colleagues’ work (2014), the authors first reported no significant difference in contrastive
pitch accent understanding across diagnostic groups. However, once participants with ASD were
categorized into subgroups of high-language (ASD-Hi) and low-language (ASD-Lo) based on
their performance on standardized language assessment, a pairwise difference between TD and
ASD-lo subgroup emerged in ability to comprehend contrastive pitch accent. In our study,
although we found that children with ASD with LI showed clear evidence of comprehending and
using contrastive pitch accents in the visual-world task (i.e. a robust garden path effect), they
performed significantly worse than children with ASD with typical language and TD children in
two other aspects. First, they fixated on the target significantly slower in both accented and
neutral conditions during the response window. Second, though not the focus of this study, we
also observed that the ASD-LI group also demonstrated lower peak amount of fixations after the
response window.
Previous studies using the visual-world paradigm outside of autism have reported
evidence that individual differences in performance on the task may be driven by the presence or
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absence of language impairment. For example, McMurray and colleagues used the visual-world
paradigm to evaluate spoken word recognition in groups of typically developing adolescents who
varied in language and cognitive abilities (McMurray, Munson, & Tomblin, 2014). They noted
that participants with LI rather than cognitive impairment showed a delayed fixation and a lower
peak of fixation. Similarly, another visual-world paradigm study that examined language
processing in children with ASD reported no significant difference between ASD and TD but
detected significant difference in children with LI with or without ASD (Brock, Norbury, Einav,
& Nation, 2008). Though few in numbers, these studies provide convergent evidence for delayed
and reduced fixations for target words in individuals with LI. Taken together, the patterns we
observed in the group of children with ASD and LI appear to be consistent with previous studies
in this area and together these studies suggest that children with ASD with a comorbid language
impairment should be considered as a separate and distinct subgroup of children with ASD.
Finally, we found evidence for both the construct validity and the criterion-related
validity of two speed of performance measures derived from our visual-world task within our
sample of ASD children. Specifically, task-related speed of contrastive pitch accent processing
was found to associate with another receptive measure of contrastive pitch accent from the
PEPS-C and task-related speed of general linguistic processing was found to be associated with
overall language ability as measured by a standardized language assessment. These two taskrelated speed of performance measures also correlated with clinical impairment measures in the
expected direction. Task-related speed of contrastive pitch accent processing correlated with
pragmatic language deficits and with overall ASD symptom severity. Further, task-related speed
of general linguistic processing correlated with general language ability and pragmatic language
ability. To our knowledge, this is the first study that shows a significant correlation between
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processing speed of specific prosodic cues and ASD symptom severity. These findings suggest
that the visual-world task-related speed of performance validly measures individual differences
in persons with autism in their efficiency of using contrastive pitch accent and processing general
linguistic information. Additionally, these individual differences in contrastive pitch accent and
linguistic processing are associated more broadly with measures of a variety of clinical
impairments in autism. Importantly, the correlations between task performance and clinical
measures found in this study were modest in magnitude and clearly indicate that a variety of
other and as yet unknown factors is related to individual differences in pitch accent performance
in children with ASD.
An unexpected finding was that we found evidence for both construct and criterion
validity for two task-related speed of performance measures but not for a task-related measure of
comprehension of contrastive pitch accent cues. When considered along with the fact that we
found no evidence for group differences between the ASD and TD groups on comprehension of
contrastive pitch accent cues in the visual world task (i.e. lack of group  condition interaction),
the bulk of the evidence from this study indicates that it is likely speed of processing deficits
rather than comprehension deficits that contribute most to receptive prosody ability in children
with ASD.

3.4.2

Limitations
One limitation of the current study is that we were only able to replicate the garden-path

effect of contrastive pitch accent but not the anticipatory effect reported by Ito et al. (2014).
Although this is expected based on previous literature that the anticipatory effect tends to have
smaller effect size than the garden-path effect (Ito et al., 2013; D. G. Watson, 2010), it seems
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likely that methodological differences between our study and Ito et al. (2014) can explain the
lack of anticipatory effect in our study. We used a more specific item-wise area of interest (AOI)
instead of a bigger cell-wise AOI as in Ito et al. (2014). Sentences used to examine the
anticipatory effect include the same item with different colors as context item and target item
across context and target sentences. It was assumed in Ito et al. (2014) that participants would
scan outside the cell that contains both context and target items once they locate the context item
and then come back to the same cell to look for the target item. Trials where a participant kept
fixating on the context item within the cell were removed before analysis. When we re-analyzed
our data using the bigger cell-wise AOIs, we found that within the pause following the context
sentence, our participants’ fixations stayed within the cell after locating the context item and thus
only needed to move a small amount to look at the target item. The short distance between the
context item and the target item may not be sufficient to show an anticipatory effect in our
design. A longer pause following the context sentence may give participants sufficient time and
encourage them to scan outside the cell to explore other items in the display.
A second piece of evidence relevant to our lack of anticipatory effects in our task comes
from the subgroup of children with ASD with LI. Of interest, the anticipatory effect is most
evident in this group with reduced linguistic processing speed. It appears that in a group of
children with poor language processing abilities, participants were able to show a faster response
to target item when a context-appropriate contrastive pitch accent was used. In other words, this
observation provides additional support that for TD children and children with ASD without LI,
the short distance between context and target items may not be sufficient to demonstrate
anticipatory effects.
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Additionally, our analysis sample only included children with ASD without intellectual
disability. We included a cognitive criterion (i.e. an IQ above 70) to ensure that participants in
TD and ASD groups were matched on age and cognitive ability. Six children with ASD were
recruited to participate but were excluded in the final analyses because they did not meet the
cognitive criterion. Though language was not an inclusion criterion, participants with ASD in
this sample all have fluent and flexible use of language. One caveat of such a sample is that
findings from this current study may not generalize to other subgroups of children with ASD,
namely minimally verbal children with ASD. It is important to note that all six children with
ASD who were excluded sat through and completed both the control AX task and the visualworld paradigm. Additionally, all six children demonstrated ability to perceive contrastive pitch
accent by reaching ceiling on the AX task. Though these children yielded significantly more
trackloss samples and more inattentive trials compared to children with ASD without intellectual
disability or TD children, they still provided on average 46 usable trials (64% of total number of
trials). These data suggest that this paradigm has the potential to be used with this subgroup of
children with ASD. Future studies may test this paradigm with a larger sample of children with
ASD with intellectual disability to confirm the feasibility of this paradigm.
Finally, though we are interested in understanding individual differences in prosody
processing in children with ASD and have attempted to establish construct validity and criterionrelated validity for task-related measures, the reliability of the parameters from our experimental
prosody perception task needs to be confirmed in future studies. Although recent research has
begun to use online measures to study meaningful clinical difference during spoken language
processing in clinical populations (Brock et al., 2008; McMurray, Samelson, Lee, & Bruce
Tomblin, 2010), stability and reliability of these online measures need to be determined first.
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Farris-Trimble and McMurray have eloquently summarized that in order to be considered as a
measure of individual difference, a visual-world paradigm measure needs to assess a consistent
aspect of an individual’s behavior rather than a general pattern that’s meaningful only as a group
measure (Farris-Trimble & McMurray, 2013). This measure also needs to be sensitive enough to
reveal subtle effects during spoken language processing. Only one previous study have examined
reliability of visual-world paradigm measures: Farris-Trimble and McMurray examined testretest reliability of parameters from a visual-world paradigm for spoken word recognition in a
group of typical adults and found that fixations to target parameters (slope and asymptote) were
highly reliable. Despite these initial evidence on the reliability of visual-world paradigm
parameters as measures of individual differences, more studies replicating these findings across
various visual-world paradigm designs in clinical populations are needed to determine aspects of
visual-world paradigm that can accurately capture clinically relevant individual differences.

3.4.3

Future directions
The results of our study indicate that visual-world paradigm can be an objective,

informative, and feasible approach to study comprehension of prosody in children with ASD.
Future studies can use this approach to investigate comprehension of prosodic elements other
than contrastive pitch accent, such as intonation and pause, to detect potential additional barriers
to language comprehension and social communication.
Additionally, given our finding that children with ASD with LI showed significantly
different processing patterns in this paradigm, it would be interesting to test comprehension of
prosody in children with LI without ASD to further elucidate the impact of ASD versus LI on
comprehension of prosody.
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3.4.4

Clinical implications
One interesting observation from this study was that the children with ASD with LI in

this study showed a robust garden-path effect in the visual-world paradigm, which indicated
sufficient comprehension of contrastive pitch accent during spoken language comprehension, yet
failed the Contrastive Pitch Accent Understanding subtest in the PEPS-C, which is a
standardized test of prosody. This inconsistency may be explained by two possibilities. One
possibility is that given that PEPS-C requires more language comprehension than the visualworld paradigm, the poor performance on the PEPS-C may be driven by language ability rather
than the specific ability to comprehend prosodic cues. A second plausible explanation is that
even though children with ASD with LI are sensitive to contrastive pitch accent during spoken
language comprehension, they are slower at displaying the effect compared TD children and
children with ASD without LI. A 500 ms delay in resolving garden-path effect during online
processing may translate into marked deficits on a standardized assessment of prosody
comprehension given how quickly spoken language evolves over time in the context of usual
discourse. Thus, from a clinical perspective, it is important to note that prosodic deficits may
manifest in children with ASD in a processing efficiency or speed-related manner beyond the
broader categorical distinction of whether an individual can comprehend or use prosodic cues.
Our findings also highlight the possibility that it is children with ASD and comorbid LI,
but not those without LI, who will manifest the greatest evidence for prosody related deficits.
This indicates the importance of assessing language ability in children with ASD. Although it is
unclear if language deficits in children with ASD are best conceptualized as a continuum of
heterogeneity that can be explained by additional factors (e.g. cognitive, environmental, genetic)
or as a comorbidity of language impairments (Boucher, 2012), it is clear that a subset of children
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with ASD present with significant language concerns including deficits in the processing of
prosodic cues. Our findings support the idea that better identification of this subset of ASD in
future studies is likely to help the broader effort to better understand heterogeneity in ASD
etiology, mechanism, course, and intervention outcome.
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CHAPTER 4
4

4.1

General Discussion
General Discussion

Summary of this Work
This work was originally motivated by my interest in child-directed speech, which is a type

of speech with distinctive and exaggerated prosodic characteristics that caregivers use when
interacting with young children (Cristia, 2013; Ferguson, 1964; Fernald & Simon, 1984). An
original dissertation topic idea was to investigate the extent to which children with ASD learn
language from prosodic input such as child-directed speech. However, a closer literature review
revealed a critical gap in the autism field regarding the perception and comprehension of
prosodic input. The vast majority of existing research on prosody in children with ASD has
primarily focused on expressive abilities (Peppé & McCann, 2003), leaving receptive prosody
poorly understood. Gaining a solid understanding of the perception and comprehension of
prosody in children with ASD is a necessary first step toward studying the extent to which
children with ASD learn from prosodic input such as child-directed speech. In other words,
through serendipity, my interests in child-directed speech has guided me to the topic of prosody
in ASD and the fascinating challenge of creating novel paradigms to measure receptive prosody
in a clinical population.
In Chapter 1, I reviewed the role prosody serves in language development for language
learners and spoken language communication for proficient language users. From early on in
life, infants are sensitive to various prosodic elements and take advantage of prosodic cues to
facilitate language learning. Extensive previous work have shown that prosody supports word
segmentation (Jusczyk et al., 1999), word learning (Herold et al., 2011), syntactic segmentation
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(Gleitman & Wanner, 1982; Jusczyk et al., 1992), and emergent literacy (Beattie & Manis,
2014). For adults who are proficient language users, prosodic cues facilitates parsing and
disambiguating syntactic information (Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003),
resolving referent in discourse contexts (Arnold, 2008; Terken & Nooteboom, 1987), and
improving recognition memory (Fraundorf, Watson, & Benjamin, 2010b; Shintel et al., 2014).
Prosody is unique in a sense that it is an integrated part of language yet it conveys information
about the linguistic signal itself at the same time. Because of this unique characteristic of
prosody, deficits in perceiving or comprehending prosody can have significant consequences on
language development and social communication. For infants or young children who are
language learners, reduced attention to or difficulty in perceiving prosodic cues may cost them
valuable bootstraps that facilitate language processing and result in cascading effects on later
language development. For adults, difficulty in perceiving or comprehending prosody can have a
direct functional impact in everyday living. To illustrate, the importance of receptive prosody
can be evident when an individual with ASD misses a job opportunity because he or she
misinterpreted a question with raising intonation as a statement and did not answer, or when a
child with ASD fails to make friends at school because he or she constantly misunderstands other
children’s meaning due to difficulties differentiating sarcastic tones from genuine tones. The
narrative review in this chapter highlighted the complexity and significance of prosody.
Chapter 2 presented a systematic review on receptive prosody deficits in individuals with
ASD. Prosodic deficits have been a clinical symptom of ASD throughout the history of this
syndrome. In Kanner’s landmark 1943 paper where he first characterized ASD, he described
some among his patients as exhibiting “odd intonation”. In the latest revision of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), prosody
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was still listed under persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction across
multiple contexts:
Deficits in nonverbal communicative behaviors used for social interaction are manifested
by absent, reduced, or atypical use of eye contact, gestures, facial expressions, body
orientation, or speech intonation... Interaction may be relatively subtle within individual
modes (e.g. someone may have relatively good eye contact when speaking) but noticeable
in poor integration of eye contact, gesture, body posture, prosody, and facial expression for
social communication (APA, 2013, p. 54).
Therefore, this systematic review was motivated by the significance of prosody in language
development and social communication and persistent disruptions in prosody reported in
previous literature and observations from my own clinical practice. Using inclusion criteria
developed a priori, we searched for studies that focused on comparison of receptive prosody
ability between TD individuals and individuals with ASD published between 1980 and 2019.
The final sample of reviewed articles includes 25 peer-reviewed publications. A detailed review
of these studies revealed several important findings. First, semantic or pragmatic aspect of
receptive prosody has received the least attention. Only 16% of existing studies in individuals
with ASD examined semantic or pragmatic aspect of receptive prosody (e.g. contrastive pitch
accent). Second, previous studies in ASD that have measured receptive prosody were limited by
the methods they used. The majority of studies used a linguistic task that involves extensive
linguistic and cognitive demands on participants. Therefore, the findings from these study may
relate more to language or cognitive deficits rather than prosody-specific deficits. Third,
receptive prosodic deficits in individuals with ASD may vary as a function of stimuli complexity
and task demands. Fourth, there are some evidence suggest that receptive prosodic deficits may
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only be evident in a subgroup of individuals with ASD, namely individuals with ASD with
comorbid language impairments. Lastly, limited studies have examined associations between
receptive prosody and broad clinical measures. This systematic review identified existing gaps
regarding receptive prosodic deficits in individuals with ASD and limitations in current methods
used to measure receptive prosody in individuals with ASD and motivated the focus and the
design of the experimental study reported in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 described the development of a visual-world paradigm adapted from Ito et al.
(2014) and the application of this adapted task paradigm to examine the comprehension of
contrastive pitch accent in children with ASD. I added a set of methodological adaptations to the
original Ito et al. (2014) visual-world paradigm to tailor to specific needs associated with
children with ASD. For instance, a control task was added to confirm that participants possess
the ability to perceive and discriminate contrastive pitch accent before assessing their ability to
comprehend contrastive pitch accent during online processing. Also, unique items for all trials
were added to the task to avoid possible learning effects driven by repeated items. All images
used in the task were tested in a pilot study with a separate sample of children and adults to
confirm that images are recognizable and familiar. Using this improved study design, I replicated
the garden path effect but not the anticipatory effect in typically developing children between 8
and 14. These findings confirmed the feasibility of using this paradigm in children and support
limiting the use of the visual-world paradigm to analyses of the garden path effect to measure
comprehension of contrastive pitch accent.
I then used this adapted visual world task to compare comprehension of contrastive pitch
accent between TD children and children with ASD between 8 and 14 and examined associations
between task parameters and clinical measures. Overall findings from this study demonstrated
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that the visual-world paradigm is feasible for children with ASD and that children with ASD in
this age range are sensitive to contrastive pitch accent during spoken language comprehension.
Additionally, consistent with one previous study (Lyons et al., 2014), we found that one specific
subgroup of children with ASD with language impairment showed delayed processing that’s not
specific to prosodic cues despite a robust garden-path effect that indicates their ability to
comprehend contrastive pitch accent. Interestingly, this is also the group that showed marked
deficits on a standardized assessment of receptive prosody (data not reported within this
dissertation, but available from the author). Regarding association between task-related measures
from the visual-world task and clinical measures, our results provided evidence for both the
construct and the criterion-related validity for task-related speed-of-processing measures (latency
of first fixation). Specifically, speed of contrastive pitch accent processing correlated with
another measure of contrastive pitch accent understanding from PEPS-C, pragmatic language,
and ASD symptom severity. Speed of general linguistic processing correlated with a clinical
measure of general language and pragmatic language abilities.
Overall, the present body of work represents the first eye-tracking paradigm to assess
comprehension of semantic/pragmatic prosody in individuals with ASD. The new knowledge
generated by this work achieved the goal of developing an objective measure of comprehension
of specific prosodic cues. Findings from this study provide a crucial first step in accurately
capturing specific prosodic deficits in individuals with ASD and pave the way for future study
that seeks to understand the mechanisms that underlie language deficits and social
communication difficulties in ASD.
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4.2

Future Directions
This body of work can fuel future studies in three directions as follows: a) perception ad

comprehension of elements of prosody other than contrastive pitch accent; b) perception of and
attention to infant-directed speech in infancy and early childhood; and c) potential ways to
improve sensitivity to prosodic cues in children with ASD.
To begin with, this work confirmed that the visual-world paradigm is an objective,
informative, and feasible approach to study comprehension of contrastive pitch accent during
spoken language processing in children with ASD. A natural extension of this current work is to
use this approach to investigate comprehension of prosodic elements other than contrastive pitch
accent, such as intonation and pause, to detect potential additional barriers to language
comprehension and social communication
A second possible direction is to use the visual-world eye-tracking approach to understand
attention to and learning from prosodic input in infants and toddlers with ASD or at-risk for
ASD. Extensive research on typical development has consistently shown that infant-directed
speech, characterized by unique prosodic features, facilitates early language development. A
recent meta-analysis has confirmed that the distinctive, exaggerated prosodic features in infantdirected speech primes infants’ attention and facilitates communicative development (Spinelli et
al., 2017). Yet, previous studies in ASD have also suggested that children with ASD display
reduced attention to infant-directed speech and accordingly have fewer access to opportunities to
benefit from the facilitate effect of infant-directed speech (Paul, Chawarska, Fowler, Cicchetti, &
Volkmar, 2007; Watson, Baranek, Roberts, David, & Perryman, 2010). A reasonable next step in
this line of research is to use the visual world eye-tracking approach developed in the proposed
study with a simplified scene to investigate attention to and learning from infant-directed speech
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in infants and toddlers at-risk for ASD. Attention to infant-directed speech has been found to
correlate concurrently and longitudinal with communication skills in children with ASD (Watson
et al., 2010; Watson, Roberts, Baranek, Mandulak, & Dalton, 2012). Therefore, studying the
extent to which infants and toddlers with ASD or at-risk for ASD attend to and learn from
prosodic cues in infant-directed speech may shed light on early language learning experience in
this population and provide insights into avenues to effective early intervention tailored for
children with ASD.
Finally, in addition to understand perception and comprehension of prosody in this
population, it is critical for future research to study potential ways to improve one’s sensitivity to
prosodic cues. In this study, we found that a subgroup of children with ASD showed delayed
processing during the visual-world paradigm and marked deficits on a standardized prosody
assessment. Thus, it would be informative to study the extent to which sensitivity to prosody or
efficiency of prosody processing is malleable to change. An intervention study could examine
whether explicit instructions or increasing the amount of input with prosodic cues could improve
receptive prosody in this population.

4.3

Conclusion and Implications
Overall, finding from this dissertation can be summarized by three themes: a) findings

established the feasibility of using a visual-world paradigm to test receptive prosody in children
with ASD; b) as a group, children with ASD demonstrate ability to perceive and comprehend a
specific type of prosody, contrastive pitch accent, as well as TD children; c) a subgroup of
children with ASD with language impairment showed delayed processing during online spoken
language comprehension and also marked deficits in a standardized receptive prosody
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assessment. The significance of this work is related to potential extensions to both basic and
translational research. The novel visual-world paradigm allows close examinations of
intermediate states during prosody processing and general linguistic processing and has the
potential to reveal mechanisms that contribute to heterogeneous language and social
communication outcomes that we see in individuals with ASD. This work also carries clinical
significance. Although previous work have shown that children with ASD can develop
pronounced expressive and receptive prosody, to our knowledge, prosody has rarely been
incorporated into work on intervention development for individuals with ASD. Given that “what
gets measured gets treated,” developing a way to objectively measure prosodic deficits is a
critical first step towards expanding intervention efforts in ASD to include a focus on
remediating prosodic deficits. Studying comprehension of a specific type of prosody in a
controlled task allowed us to quantify the type and the magnitude of receptive prosodic deficits
and thus has the potential to guide future studies to develop specific and effective interventions
to improve language and social outcomes in children with ASD.
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